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ROY A. DAY,
Plaintiff
C.A. No.

VS.
MICROSOFr CORPORATION,
WILLIAM HENRY QATES, III,
STEVEN A. BALLMER,
Defendants:

CVI3- Y1ib- R-s�

COMPLAINT
RE: NOT E - T HIS DOCUMENT IS PRINT ED ON T HE FRONT AND BACK OF THE PAPERl
..

COMES NOW,: ROY A. DAY, Plaintiff, complaining of Defendants, and for cause of
action would show �nto the Court the following:
COUNT ONE

..L. Plaintiff, RqY A. DAY, is a citizen of the United States of America and a resident of
the State of Florida:
2. Defendant

ts

Microsoft Corporation (hereafter, "MS") is a State of Washington

Corporation, with its principal place of business in Redmond, Washington. Defendant "MS"
is a software company engaged in the business of computer software in the various States
across the United States, and the various Nations on Planet Earth. At all times pertinent to
this Complaint, aJ{ld at all times mentioned, Defendant "MS" was acting through its
principal agents anp servants, Defendant William Henry Gates, III, and Defendant Steven A.

1 PLEASE NOTE: Pursuant to the Federal Paper Reduction A�t, and the Federal, and the various
States, Environmental Protection Acts, this document is printed on the front and back of the paper.
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Ballmer, and vario;us agents and servants and co-conspirators and employees of Defendant
"MS," including blilt not limited to, various subsidiaries and affiliates of Defendant "MS,"
whose names are: not known to Plaintiff at this stage of litigation. Defendant "MS" was
acting individually and in concert, with each and all agents and servants and co
conspirators and employees, including but not limited to, Defendant William Henry Gates,
III, and Defendant: Steven A. Ballmer. CAVEAT: For the purpose of the instant complaint,
Defendant "MS" refers, relates, pertains and mentions each and all subsidiaries and
affiliates, and agents and servants and co-conspirators and employees, whose names are
not know to Plaintiff at this stage of litigation.
3. Defendant is William H. Gates, III, Chairman (hereafter, Defendant "WHG). At all

times pertinent to this Complaint, Defendant "WHG," was employed by Defendant "MS" as
the Chairman, with his legal residence and domicile in the State of Washington. In doing
the acts and things hereinafter set forth, Defendant "WHG" was acting individually and in
concert with Defer;tdant "MS," and its various subsidiaries and affiliates, and agents and
servants and co-conspirators and employees in Defendant "WHG's" capacity as Chairman of
Defendant "MS." Each and all acts of Defendant "WHG," set forth herein were done by
Defendant "WHG," acting individually and in concert under pretense and by virtue of, and
under the authority of, Defendant "WHG's" office as Chairman of Defendant "MS," and its
various subsidiaries and affiliates, and agents and servants and co-conspirators and
employees.
4. Defendant is

Steven A.

Ballmer, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Director

(hereafter, Defendant "SAB"). At all times pertinent to this Complaint, Defendant "SAB," was
employed by Defendant "MS" as the "CEO" and Director, with his legal residence and
domicile in the State of Washington. In doing the acts and things hereinafter set forth,
,

Defendant "SAB" �as acting individually and in concert with Defendant "MS," and its
!
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various sUbsidiari¢s and affiliates, and agents and servants and co-conspirators and

b

,

employees in Defen ant "SAB's" capacity as CEO and Director of Defendant "MS." Each and
!

all acts of Defendant "SAB," set forth herein were done by Defendant "SAB," acting
individually and in concert under pretense and by virtue of, and under the authority of,
,

Defendant "SAB's"I office as "CEO" and Director of Defendant "MS," and its various
I

subsidiaries and affiliates, and agents and servants and co-conspirators and employees.
5. This is an action for declaratory judgment pursuant to 28 USC 2201, for the

purpose of determ$ing a question of actual controversy between the parties as hereinafter
I

I

more fully appears: The jurisdiction of this court is invoked pursuant to the United States
Code reflecting citizens of different States (for other COUNTS - not this COUNT - money
damages exceed the damages required for jurisdiction).
6. Declaratory judgment is sought declaring that CONTRACTS (See Exhibit "C" and "F"

attached hereto and by reference incorporated herein) are valid, binding, and enforceable
under Contract L

a�, and is due and payable.

7. Plaintiff flIed arbitration documents for two separate issues with Defendant "MS"

(See Exhibit "An (Windows 8 issue) and "B" (HOTMAIL.COM issue) attached hereto and by
reference incorpor

�ted

herein) pursuant to Defendant "MS" "user contract agreement" to

ensure the issue would be moot in reference to the instant civil action (Defendants refused
and continued to refuse to answer Plaintiff on the arbitration issues - accordingly, the
issues are properly before this court). Defendant "MS" refused and continued to refuse to
acknowledge receipt of Exhibit "A" and "B" documents, solely for the purpose to conceal and
cover-up the cours� of illegal conduct that refers, relates, pertains, or mentions the illegal
co-conspiratorial conduct to provide a third party Plaintiff's HOTMAIL email "auto-complete"
email address "datl:,l,"
and the willful, intentional, malicious, wanton and negligent conduct
!
to deny Plaintiff a refund for Windows 8 Pro for over ninety days with the overlay of over
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eighty emails exchanges. NOTE: Plaintiff is a Microsoft Windows 7 user, and Microsoft
Office 2010 Profes�ional user, and Microsoft Streets & Trips 2013 user, and various other
Microsoft products. Accordingly, there are contracts between Plaintiff and Defendant
Microsoft, and subsequently, offers and counter-offers existing between the parties, and the
RIGHT to contract between the parties, specifically, the instant contract issue is properly
before this court.
8.

As referenced, supra, Plaintiff sent Defendant "WHG" and Defendant "SAB" (NOTE:

Defendant "WHG" and Defendant "SAB" are the only two individuals and/or persons, at
Defendant "MS" with the true and correct "legal authority" to engage in a contractual
relationshiP)

an email via Defendants' agents and servants and co-conspirators and

employees an "email-contractual-letter" (See Exhibit "C" AND "F" attached hereto and by
reference incorporated herein). Defendant "WHG" and Defendant "SAB" refused and
continued to refu� to reject the aforesaid "email-contractual-letter" (Exhibit "C" and "F").
So the record woul� be clear and certain and full and satisfactory, Plaintiff sent Defendants
numerous "email-c;ontractual-Ietters," and Defendant "WHG" and "SAB" again refused and
continued to refuse to reject Plaintiff's "email-contractual-letter" (Exhibit "C" and "F").
Accordingly, the email-contractual-letters have been accepted as true and correct, and
binding, and enforceable, and due and payable, since no rejection was received. CAVEAT:
THE FACE OF THE RECORD IS VOID OF EACH AND ALL REJECTIONS OF THE SAID
CONTRACT REFLECTED IN EXHIBIT "C" and "F." Accordingly, the aforesaid "email
contractual-letters" (Exhibit "c" and "F") are admitted as true and correct, binding and
enforceable, and dp.e and payable. Defendants "WHG" and "SAB" refused and continued to
refuse to deny the "email-contractual-letters" (Exhibit "C" and "F") and are admitted as true
and correct, binding and enforceable, and due and payable.
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9.

Plaintiff is i entitled to a declaratory judgment declaring the acts of Defendants,

�
contract between p�aintiff and Defendants, and the attached Exhibit
!

including but not imited to, Defendant "WHG" and Defendant "SAB," consummates the
i

contracts, and

tru�
i

"C" and "F" are valid

and correct, and binding, and enforceable, and due and payable.

Further, declare iliat a contract existed between Plaintiff and Defendant "MS," and its
subsidiaries and affiliates pursuant to Plaintiff's HOTMAIL.COM email account (now, known
as OUTLOOK.COM ; EMAIL) , and Plaintiff's Windows 7 Ultimate, and such a course indicates
,

there was a contra;ctual relationship between the parties, and a rejection in writing was

l� manner within the specific time frame, pursuant to CONTRACT LAW.

required in a time

,

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff, request that the following relief be
granted:
'
a. Declare the actions of Defendants, and Defendant's agents, and servants, and co
conspirators, employees, acting under CONTRACT LAW, have denied Plaintiff the right to

CONTRACT, and the· attached Exhibit "C" and "F" are valid contracts, and binding, and
enforceable, and due and payable.
b. Awarding Plaintiff cost and reasonable attorneys' fees, and in the event of appeal to
the United States Court of Appeals, and the Supreme Court of the United States, Plaintiff
have and recover additional attorneys' fees and reasonable cost and expense of that action.
c. Granting th¢ Plaintiff such other and further relief as may be just.
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COUNT TWO

10. Pursuant· to judicial economy,

Plaintiff repeats and realleges paragraphs "1"

through "4," as if the aforesaid paragraphs were expressly stated herein.
1 1. This is a civil action brought for negligence, and for money damages to redress the

injury caused to Plaintiff by the course of negligent conduct by Defendants, and Defendants'
agents, and servarits, and co-conspirators, and employees, and for an order declaring the
acts of Defendants, and Defendants agents, and servants, and co-conspirators, and
employees, are illegal.
12. Defendants,

and Defendants' agents and servants and co-conspirators,

and

employees, had a duty imposed upon them to perform a true and correct refund in a timely
manner, and not stall and delay and delay. For judicial economy, Plaintiff repeats and
realleges Exhibit

�

"

"

as if Exhibit "A" was expressly stated herein. The aforesaid true and

correct facts reflect that Plaintiff received reference refund number 1187136895 on
November 2, 2013, since Windows 8 Pro would not install on Plaintiff's computer, with the
overlay that it went through three restarts and wasted five hours of Plaintiff's time and
money, with NO error messages indicting the source of the install problem. After Plaintiff
exchanged over eighty emails with Defendants, and Defendants' agents and servants and
co-conspirators an� employees, over a period of over ninety days, on February 2, 2013, the
refund finally app¢ared in Plaintiff's credit card account (See Exhibit "D" attached hereto
and by reference incorporated herein).
13. At all tim,es mentioned, and for some time prior, Defendants, and Defendants'

agents, or servants, or employees, or co-conspirators, had, or in the exercise of due care

:

should have had, full and complete knowledge as well trained "computer and business
i

professionals," tha:t a "duty was imposed" upon them to not cunningly, deceptively and
!

( Page 6 of 1 8 )
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misleadingly stall and stall and stall on refunding Plaintiff's Windows 8 Pro money, since
the install was defifient. Defendants, and Defendants' agents, or servants, or employees, or
I
I

co-conspirators, cunningly, deceptively and misleadingly concealed and covered-up the

I

aforesaid stalling and stalling negligent conduct by refusing and continuing to refuse to
refund Plaintiff's money. In addition, Defendant, and Defendant's agents, or servants, or coconspirators, or eII1ployees, had a duty imposed upon them "to take action" to immediately
engage in a honest i ethical, true, and proper procedure to refund Plaintiff's money_
'
I

14. At all times mentioned, and for some time prior, Defendants, and Defendants'

agents, or servants, or employees, or co-conspirators, had, or in the exercise of due care
should have had, full and complete knowledge as well trained "professional computer and
business managers and executives" in the computer industry, that a "duty was imposed"
upon them to take \'imm ediate action" to honestly, ethically, truly, and properly correct each
and all courses of cunning, misleading and deceptive conduct pertaining to Plaintiff refund
monies, and not to engage in a cover-up and a concealment pertaining to cunning, misleading and deceptive conduct against Plaintiff. Further, at all times mentioned, and for
some time prior, Defendants, and Defendants' agents, or servants, or co-conspirators, or
employees, had, or in the exercise of due care should have had, full and complete
knowledge as well trained "professional computer and business managers and executives"
in the computer �dustry that a "duty was imposed" upon them to perform a true and
correct investigatidn pertaining to Plaintiff's refund money in a TIMELY manner. In
addition,

Defendants,

and

Defendants' agents,

or

servants,

or

co-conspirators,

or

employees, had a dp.ty imposed upon them "to take action" to cease and desist each and all
courses of cunning, misleading and deceptive conduct against Plaintiff, pertaining to the
"cunning, deceptiv� and misleading procedures," including but not limited to, to conceal

( Page 7
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and cover-up the �cams being orchestrated on the money refund for the deficient Windows
8 Pro install.
15. Defendants, and Defendants' agents or servants or co-conspirators or employees,

did willfully, and . with a wanton disregard and reckless disregard for Plaintiff's rights,
i

refused and continued to refuse to perform a true and correct investigation on the refund,
and provide a tim� ly refund, with the overlay NOT to conceal and cover-up the aforesaid
course of illegal conduct by refusing to timely refund Plaintiff's money for over ninety days
(See

Exhibit "D"

attached

hereto and

by reference

incorporated

herein).

Further,

Defendants, and Defendants' agents, or servants, or employees, or co-conspirators, refused
and continued to �fuse to properly hire, train, teach, instruct and promote "managers" and
"cubicle-bureaucrE.\-tic-corporate-. . . " who were honest, ethical, competent and qualified, and
not deficient, and �ho knew how to honestly, ethically , properly, truly and correctly handle
a refund of money issue, and not engage in a "cover-up and concealment" with Plaintiff, and
others similarly situated (see EXHIBIT "A, " and EXHIBIT "D," attached hereto and by
reference

incorporated

herein).

Further,

Defendant

"WHG,"

and

Defendant

"SAB,"

"PRINCIPLE CO-CONSPIRATORS," did willfully, and with wanton disregard and reckless
disregard for Plainti.ffs rights, refused and continued to refuse to properly train, teach and
instruct "manage�s" and "on-line personnel, " on running an honest, ethical and legal
computer company, without using a "PREMEDITATED AND PREARRANGED," and cunning,
deceptive,

misleading and fraudulent "procedures" pertaining to money refunds as

associated with Windows 8 Pro, and to take undue advantage of Plaintiff, and others
similarly situated.
16. Such a co,"use was a breach of duty of care by Defendants, and Defendants' agents,

or servants, or employees, or co-conspirators, since said Defendant's agents, or servants, or
employees,

or cOrconspirators,
( Page 8
,
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"professional comp�lt er and business personnel," since the facts indicate that each and all
,

Defendants' co-con�pirators, and agents, and servants, and employees, conspired to carryout the "PREMEDI TATED AND PREARRANGED" scheme and plan against Plaintiff, and to
unjustly enrich Defendants by taking undue advantage of Plaintiff, and others similarly
situated, by denying Plaintiff a true and correct investigation on a "TIMELY" money refund,
and a subsequent money refund, specifically, a money refund was delayed a nd delayed for
,

over ninety days (see EXHIBIT !lA," and EXHIBIT "D," attached hereto).
17. With

full! knowledge of the e){i.stence of the above facts,

Defendants,

and

Defendants' agents� or servants, or co-conspirators, or employees, refused and continued to
refuse to honor PI�ntiffs rights, when in fact, Plaintiff was subjected to a "PREMEDITATED
AND PREARRANGED" CUNNING, MISLEADING AND DECEPTIVE "policy" to conceal and
cover-up the true and correct facts on a TIMELY money refund, solely for the purpose to
take undue advantage of Plaintiff, and others similarly situated, and unjustly enrich
Defenda nts, a nd needlessly and unnecessarily cost Plaintiff time and money, and deny
Plaintiff a true and correct TIMELY money refund. Further, with full knowledge of the
e){i.stence of the above facts, Defendants refused and continued to refuse to operate a
computer company that was honest, ethical and legal.
18. That by

,?-rtue

of the willful, intentional, wanton, reckless, malicious, gross

"negligent" conduct of Defendants, as aforesaid, and as a pro){i.mate result thereof, Plaintiff
has been damaged in the SUM CERTAIN of Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000. 00).
19. As a furth�r pro){i.mate result of Defendants' gross negligent conduct throughout

the occurrences described above in paragraphs "12" through "17," and as a direct and
pro){i.mate result ofpefenda nts' willful, intentional, wanton, reckless and malicious actions,
individually and iq concert, Plaintiff has suffered great mental pain and suffering with
fright, chagrin, embarrassment, anger, nausea, nightmares, difficulty sleeping and his
( Pag� 9
I
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social life destroyed in the SUM of Twenty Million Dollars ($20,000,000.00), and will
continue to suffer.
20. That said gross negligence was done to conceal and cover-up Defendants' course of

illegal conduct against Plaintiff. The wrong done by Defendants, individually and concert,
was aggravated by: that kind of willfulness, wantonness and malice for which the law allows
the imposition oi exemplary damages. Plaintiff shows that an award of substantial
exemplary damages would serve not only to deter Defendants and their co-conspirators
from engaging in ithe aforesaid course of illegal conduct, but it would also serve as a
warning or deterrent to others similarly situated. Accordingly, Plaintiff sues for exemplary
damages in the SUM of One Hundred Million Dollars ($100,000, 000. 00).
2 1. Due to the aforesaid facts, supra, no other adequate remedy exists at law for

redress of the course of illegal conduct by Defendant against Plaintiff, and others similarly
situated, which continue to occur and will occur in the future, unless this court permits
Plaintiff, and those similarly situated, to have immediate "ACCESS" to this Court, to obtain
I

relief

from

Defepdants,

to

cease

and

desist

Defendants

"PREMEDITATED

AND

PREARRANGED" "CUNNING, DECEPTIVE AND MISLEADING PROCEDURES.»
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff, demands that the following relief be
granted:
d. Granting Plaintiff judgment against Defendants for compensatory damages in the
amount of Five Million ($5, 000, 000.00) with interest at the lawful rate until paid; that
Plaintiff have and recover on that judgment at the rate of twenty percent (20%) per annum
until paid.
e. Granting Plaintiff judgment against Defendant pursuant to mental pain and
suffering damages, in the SUM of Twenty Million Dollars ($20,000,000. 00); with interest at
the lawful rate until judgment; that Plaintiff have and recover interest on that judgment at
( Page 10 of 18 )
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the rate of twenty

J ercent (20%) per annum until paid.

[ Granting Pl$lntiff judgment against Defendant for exemplary damages in the amount
!

of One Hundred M Ulion Dollars ($100,000, 000. 00); that Plaintiff have and recover interest
I

on that judgment at the rate of twenty percent (20%) per annum until paid .
.&

Declare that Defendants have engaged in gross negligent conduct against Plaintiff,

and Defendants are to cease and desist the "PREMEDITATED AND PREARRANGED"
"CUNNING, DECEIrfIVE AND MISLEADING, " policy to conceal and cover-up the scams
being orchestrated on Windows 8 Pro money refunds, and are to dismantle each and all
"cunning, deceptive, misleading procedures" pertaining to the concealment and cover-up of
the scams being orchestrated on Windows 8 Pro money refunds by Defendants, and
Defendants' agents; or servants, or co-conspirators, or employees; declare that Plaintiff was
subjected to gross negligent conduct by Defendants pertaining to the ninety day stalling
scam-procedure fot Plaintiff's Windows 8 Pro refund money;

declare that Defendants

engaged in neglige�t conduct by refusing to make a TIMELY payment to Plaintiff for the
deficient Windows 8 Pro install, and for the time and expenses and cost and fees incurred
by Plaintiff as result of Defendants' negligent conduct against Plaintiff, including but not
limited to, the denil;l.l of a timely refund, and loss of time and money to "babysit" Defendants
with over eighty emails, and over a period of ninety days, with the overlay that Plaintiff loss
the use and enj0YIItent of the Plaintiff's life during this period of negligent conduct, and the
right to a true and ? orrect TIMELY refund investigation.
h. Awarding Plaintiff cost and reasonable attorneys' fees, and in the event of an appeal,
Plaintiff have and recover additional attorneys' fees and reasonable cost and expense of that
action.
i

h. Granting Pl�tiff such other and further relief as may be just.
I
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COUNT THREE

22. Plaintiff repeats and realleges paragraphs "1" through "4," as if the aforesaid

paragraphs were expressly stated herein.
23. This is a i civil action brought for fraud, and for money damages to redress the

injury caused to Plaintiff by the course of fraudulent conduct by Defendants, and for an
order declaring th� acts of Defendants as illegal.
!

24. The willfi.).l,

intentional,

wanton and malicious conduct of Defendants,

and

Defendants' co-conspirators, and/or, agents and/or servants, or employees, to cunningly,
misleadingly and deceptively reveal Plaintiff' s "auto-complete" email address "data" in
Plaintiff' s HOTM.ru;L.COM account (now designated as OUTLOOK.COM) to an unknown
"third party, " and to subsequently orchestrate a MAJOR COVER-UP to attempt to conceal
the cunning, misleading, and deceptive conduct,

with the overlay to permit the unknown

"third party" to se1)d vicious, libelous, and slanderous emails to Plaintiff's associates,

has

subjected Plaintiff to fraud of the fIrst order (CAVEAT: The aforesaid "auto-complete" email
address "data" sit� on Defendants' computer servers in Defendants' "DATA CENTERS") (No
other citizen on Plaintiff Earth has access to the aforesaid "data" sitting on Defendants'
computer servers) . : Pursuant to judicial economy, and for the full and complete, and true
and correct facts, Plaintiff repeats and realleges Exhibit "B" and "cn and "E" and "F," as if
expressly stated hbrein. To add insult to injury, Defendants, and Defendants' agents, or
servants, or employees, or co-conspirators, refused and continued to refuse to acknowledge
receipt of the atta�hed Exhibit "B,» when in fact, Plaintiff sent Exhibit "B" four times to
Defendants' agents, or servants, or employees, or co-conspirators, including but not limited
to, two times via e�ail as attachments so Defendants, and Defendants' agents, or servants,

( Page 12 of 18 )
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or

employees,

or

co-conspirators,

could

NOT

deny

receiving

the

said

documents.

Accordingly, the in�tant case is properly before this Court, since arbitration is now moot.
25. That by '\Iirtue of the willful, intentional, wanton, and malicious "fraudulent"

conduct of Defen�ants, and Defendants' agents, or servants, or employees, or co
conspirators,

'

as

aforesaid,

specifically,

to

cunningly,

misleadingly

and

deceptively

:

orchestrate a scam against Plaintiff in an attempt to conceal and cover-up that Defendants,
and Defendants' agents, or servants, or employees, or co-conspirators,
"auto-complete"

gleaned Plaintiff's

kail address "data" in Plaintiff's HOTMAIL.COM account (now designated

e

as OUTLOOK.COM), and provided the said "data" to an unknown "third party," with the
:

overlay that the uhknown "third party" sent vicious, libelous, and slanderous emails to
Plaintiff's associates, as a proximate result thereof, Plaintiff has been damaged in the SUM
CERTAIN of Five MUlion Dollars ($5,000, 000. 00).
26. As a further proximate result of Defendants' fraudulent conduct throughout the
,
,

occurrences descrip ed above in paragraphs "24," and as a direct and proximate result of
Defendants' willful,! intentional, wanton and malicious actions, individually and in concert,
Plaintiff has suffered great mental pain and suffering with fright, chagrin, embarrassment,
anger, nausea, nigp.tmares, difficulty sleeping and his social life destroyed in the SUM of
Twenty Million Dollars ($20, 000, 000.00), and will continue to suffer.
27. That said fraudulent conduct was done to conceal and cover-up Defendants, and
I

Defendants' agentsr or servants, or employees, or co-conspirators, course of illegal conduct
against Plaintiff to subject Plaintiff to an orchestrated scam to provide Plaintiff's "auto,

complete"

email address "data" in Plaintiff's HOTMAIL.COM account (now designated as

OUTLOOK. COM) to an unknown "third party," solely for the purpose to permit the unknown
"third party" to send vicious, libelous, and slanderous emails to Plaintiff's associates.

The

wrong done by Defendants (agents, servants, employees, and co-conspirator), individually

( Pag<;
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and in concert, w�s aggravated by that kind of willfulness, wantonness and malice for
which the law allows the imposition of exemplary damages. Plaintiff shows that an award of
substantial exemplary damages would serve not only to deter Defendants, and its agents, or
servants, or co-cortspirators, or employees, from engaging in the aforesaid course of illegal
conduct, but it wquld also serve as a warning or deterrent to others similarly situated.
i

?£f

Accordingly, Plain

sues for exemplary damages in the SUM of One Hundred Million

Dollars ($100, 000,000. 00).

28. Due to th� aforesaid facts in the instant COUNT, supra, no other adequate peaceful
remedy exists at law for redress of the course of illegal conduct by Defendants against
Plaintiff, and other� similarly situated, which continue to occur and will occur in the future,
unless this court permits Plaintiff to have immediate "ACCESS" to this Court, to obtain
relief from Defendants by enjoining Defendants to cease and desist the "PREMEDITATED
AND PREARRANGED" scheme to subject Plaintiff

to unknown "third party" vicious,

libelous, and slanderous emails to Plaintiff's associates, with Defendants, and Defendants'
agents, or servants, or employees, or co-conspirators, providing Plaintiff's "auto-complete"
email "data" in Plaintiff's HOTMAIL.COM account (now, designated as OUTLOOK. COM) to
an unknown

"third! party."

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff, demands that the following
relief be granted:
1.

Granting Plaintiff judgment against Defendants, and each of them, jointly and

severally, for compensatory damages in the amount of Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00),
with interest at the lawful rate; that Plaintiff have and recover on that judgment at the rate
of twenty percent (20%) per annum until paid.

k. Granting Plaintiff judgment against Defendants, and each of them, jointly and
severally, pursuant to mental pain and suffering damages, in the SUM of Twenty Million
I
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($20,000,000.00); with interest at the lawful rate, until judgment; that Plaintiff have
and recover intere�t on that judgment at the rate of twenty percent (20%) per annum until
,

Dollars

i

paid.

!:.

Granting

severally,

P1aintiff

for exemplary

judgment against Defendants, and each of them, jointly and
damages

in the

amount

of One Hundred Million

Dollars

($100,000,000.00); that Plaintiff have and recover interest on that judgment at the rate of
twenty percent (200/0) per annum until paid.
m. Declare that Defendants, and their agents or servants or co-conspirators or
employees, have e:Jilgaged in FRAUD OF THE FIRST ORDER against Plaintiff by willfully,
intentionally, wanttmly and maliciously subjecting Plaintiff

to an orchestrated scam to

conceal and cover-l1P that Defendants, and Defendants' agents, or servants, or employees,
or co-conspirators, 'provided Plaintiff's "auto-complete" email address "data" to an unknown
,

"third party, " so 'the said unknown "third party" could send vicious, libelous, and
I

i

slanderous emails o Plaintiff's associates .
n. Awarding Pl!aintiff cost and reasonable attorneys' fees, and in the event of appeal to
the United States Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court of the United States, Plaintiff
have and recover additional attorneys' fees and reasonable cost and expense of that action.
o. Granting

Php ntiff such other and further relief as may be just.

COUNT FOUR

29. Plaintiff repeats and realleges paragraphs

"1" through

"

4 as if the aforesaid para
"

graphs were expres�ly stated herein.
30. This is a qivil action brought for emotional distress, and for money damages to

redress the injury of emotional distress caused to Plaintiff by Defendant, supra.
!

( Pag�
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3 1. Plaintiff repeats and realleges paragraphs "12" through "17, " and paragraphs "24,"
as if the aforesaid paragraphs were expressly stated herein.

32. As a direct, proximate and natural result of Defendant's course of illegal conduct
against Plaintiff with total disregard for the law, Plaintiff has suffered severe emotional

l

distress with fright chagrin, embarrassment, anger, nausea, nightmares, difficulty sleeping
!

and his social life destroyed in the SUM of Twenty Million Dollars ($20,000,000.00) , and will
continue to suffer.

!

i

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff, demands that the following relief be
granted:

Ih Granting plaintiff judgment against Defendants pursuant to mental pain and

!

suffering damages, in the SUM of Twenty Million Dollars ($20,000,000. 00) ; with interest at
the lawful rate until judgment; that Plaintiff have and recover interest on that judgment at
the rate of twenty percent (20%) per annum until paid.

9.:. Awarding p.aintiff cost and reasonable attorneys' fees, and in the event of an appeal,
Plaintiff have and recover additional attorneys' fees and reasonable cost and expense of that
action.
r.

Granting Plhlntiff such other and further relief as may be just.

( Pag� 16

of

18 )
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REQUEST FOR A TRIAL BY JURY

33. Plaintiff Rby A. Day in the above-entitled and numbered matter demands a trial by
,
jury of all issues so triable in said matter on the grounds that it is entitled to such trial by
I

virtue of having complied with all requisites of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedures, and
there exists in this case an adequate and complete remedy at law.
I

Respectfully submitted,

/'

Tarpon Sp . gs, Florida
USA

/34688-0033

CONTACT INFORMATION:

ROY A. DAY
P.O. BOX 33
TARPON SPRINGS, FLORIDA
USA
34688-0033
--------------------------

VOICE:

� -------------------------------------------------------------------------�-

(PRIMARY: 727-6428636)

FAX, and VOICE:

206-4951708

--------------------------

� ----------------------- -----------------------------------------------------

MOBILE DEVICE- TExT MESSAGE (NO EMAIL TEXT MESSAGE): 727-6428636
r- -- ...... .............. ........... ..........
-

-----------------------------

-----.. -----

-----------------------

------------------------

EMAIL AD DRESS andMOBILE Pocket PC address:
--------------------------

-

--

--

-

royaday@hotmail.com

r- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------I
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NOTE: THE AFORESAID COUNT FOUR IS "IN THE ALTERNATIVE - FOR DAMAGES"

SO THE LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE JURY RECENE EACH AND ALL ISSUES AND
FACTS ON THE FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AT THE FIRST TRIAL BY
JURY - IF THESE iSSUES ARE NOT PRESENTED TO THE JURY, THEN AN APPEAL
WOULD BE NECESSARY, AND A SECOND TRIAL BY JURY. THE JURY WILL DETERMINE
WHICH DAMAGES ARE AWARDED SO THERE IS NOT DOUBLE OR TRIPLE DAMAGES
FOR THE SAME ISSUE. THIS WILL PREVENT ANY INCREASE IN THE COST OF
LITIGATION FOR A. SECOND TRIAL BY JURY.

INDEX:
EXHIBIT "A" - Windows 8 Pro documents for arbitration

EXHIBIT "B" - HOTMAIL.COM "auto-complete" email address "data" for arbitration
EXHIBIT "C" - One of over eighty emails, and the "email-contract-Ietter"
!

EXHIBIT "D" - One of over eighty emails sent over ninety days, and reflecting the refund
was finally received on February 2, 2013
EXHIBIT "E" - True and correct facts to agents and servants and employees of Defendants
pertaining to the "auto-complete" email address data scam (agent.servant. employee.co
conspirator: Jim F)Ikasawa)
EXHIBIT "F" - One of the numerous emails sent to defendants' agents and servants and
..
employees, and reflecting the "email-contract-Ietter
(agent. servant. employee. co
conspirator: Jim F)1kasawa)

CAVEAT: FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE INSTANT COMPLAINT, WHEN THE DEFENDANT

�RATION

MICROSOFT CO
COMPLAINT,

IT

; REFERS,

(HEREAFTER,
RELATES,

"MS")

PERTAINS,

IS REFERENCED IN THE INSTANT
AND

MENTIONS

"AGENTS.

SERVANTS. AND CO-CONSPIRATORS. AND EMPLOYEES."

( Page 18 of 18 )
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Roy A. Day
P.O. Box 33
Tarpon Springs, Florida
USA
34688-0033
December 6, 2012
LCA Arbitration
Microsoft Corporatipn
One Microsoft Way!
Redmond, WA 980q2-6399

Mr. William H. Gates, III, Chairman of the Board
Microsoft Corporatibn
1 Microsoft Way
Redmond, Washington 98052-8300

•

Mr. Steven A. Ballmer, Chief Executive Officer
Microsoft Corporation
.
1 Microsoft Way
Redmond, Washington 98052-8300

:

�

RE: Refund Numbe : 1187136895 (Windows 8 Pro - downloaded)
RE: ID: SRX1187312874

RE: Notice of Dispute form
RE: NOTE - TWS DOCUMENT IS PRINTED ON THE FRONT AND BACK OF THE
PAPERl

Dear LCA ArbitratiQn, and Mr. Gates, and Mr. Ballmer:

IF AN AGENT OR SERVANT OF MR. WILLIAM H. GATES, m, AND MR. STEVEN
BALLMER, IS READING THIS LETTER, YOU ARE TO CEASE AND DESIST READING
THIS LETTER. AND GIVE TO MR. WILLIAM H. GATES. III. AND MR. STEVEN
BALLMER, AND MR. WILLIAM H. GATES, III. AND MR. STEVEN BALLMER ONLY.
THANK YOU.
I

Pursuant to the Microsoft's "Services Agreement," I have enclosed a "Dispute Form" with
the associated EXHIBITS. I (for the purpose of the instant letter, "I" is defined as "Roy A.
Day") do Dot believe this legal action belongs under a "dispute" category. Pursuant to
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Mr. William H. Gates, III, Mr. Steven Ballmer, LeA Arbitration
December 6,2012
Page 2of2

primary and secondary legal research, the issues of Negligence, Emotional Distress, Fraud,
and Breach of Contract, are not considered a "dispute." A Federal Complaint will be filed at:
u.s. District Court

For the Western District of Washington
United States Courthouse
700 Stewart Street� Room 2310
Seattle, Washington 98101-1271
To avoid any delay by filing a Federal Complaint initially, I'll file this "dispute" form first
so the Court know� I followed each and all procedures before filing the Federal Complaint.

Accordingly, enclosed is the "Notice of Dispute-Microsoft Software, Products, and
Services with Arbitration Agreements," form, with associated EXBIBIT "1" (Capital One
bank statement for $39.99 charge), and EXHIBIT "2" (Copy of email 17 emails - sent to
M icrosoft's Williani Gates, and Steven Ballmer, via customer service departm ent since the
Windows 8 Refund Department refused and continued to refuse to refund Roy A. Day's
$39.99 for an uninstalled Windows 8 Pro download) , and EXHIBIT "3" (Document:
"Describe the natUre of your dispute"), and EXBIBIT "4" ("Please briefly describe the relief
you want from Microsoft").
-

NOTE: SEND ALL RESPONSES TO ROY A. DAY VIA EMAIL TO: royaday@hotmail.com.
Please do not use �snail-mail," since I only check "snail-mail" every two weeks. The year is
A.D. 2012 send an responses digitally!
-

The instant letter is written using Microsoft Office 2010 Professional (WORD format) . A
digital copy will be.provided upon request.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance in this matter.

RADjrr
Enclosure: "Noticeiof Dispute" form, EXHIBITS "1" and "2" and "3" and "4"
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Notice otrDispute-Microsoft Software, Products, and Services with
Arbitration Agreements
Microsoft is coJIlInitted to resolving disputes fairly and efficiently. If you are unsatisfied with the
resolution a cu�mer service representative offers for your problem, you may notify us of your
dispute by mailing this form to Microsoft.
Please print Jegi,bly and complete this form. Send the completed form by U.S. mail to:
I

Microsoft Corporation
LeA Arbitration
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399

Keep a copy for';your records.

A Microsoft rep�sentative will respond within 60 days of receiving this form. If the dispute is not

resolved to your ;satisfaction, you may begin arbitration after 60 days by submitting a Demand for
Arbitration to th� American Arbitration Association. You can find a Demand for Arbitration form
at go.microsoft.comlfwlinkl?Hnkid=245497.

ROy A J)/}Y
7� 7- 6y,} 5?t36

Your name

Your phone number

If a YA JJ;lY{I!//!07g'/J/1

Your e-mail address

[;_5 /1

�

Co/JJ

Additional number during business hours

��o6- 9-9�s /7()g

Your fax number

3�60t-oz; 3:;7

;fDY;9 j}l)Y@/ltJ7/):,/)/1 Caff/
�

Your gamertag (if your dispute is about Xbox)

Your Microsoft account (if you have one)
(formerly called Windows Live ID)

Your Zune tag (if your dispute is about Zune)

Your serial number (for hardware)

My dispute is about (check Microsoft software, product, or service):
o Bing Ads Program
0 Kinect for Windows
o Games for Windows-LIVE service
0 Microsoft Office 2013
o Microsoft OneNote (acquired through Windows Store)

� � �)
;t.:ry

0:</itJ1

(continued on page two)
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o Microsoft Seryices Agreement services:
o Bing
:
o Microsoft �ccount (formerly Windows Live ID)
o Microsoft Hotmail
o Microsoft Mail Desktop
o Microsoft Movie Maker
o Microsoft Photo Gallery
o Microsoft SkyDrive
o Microsoft Writer
OMSN
o Office.com
o Outlook. com (formerly Microsoft Hotmail)

o Surface

AS( Windows 8
� Windows Store

o Windows Phone 8
o Windows Phone Storel Marketplace
o Xbox Console BundlelXbox LIVE
Promotional Offer
o Xbox LIVE service
o Xbox Music
n Zune Music & Video service

o Other sofiwanr, product, or service with arbitration agreement:

__________

Please briefly describe the nature of your dispute and attach any documents you want
Microsoft to coqsider.

/� :;[ F

\

..-

£x#/6}7
,
-'

Cj1l/ 1: /} /:

//3//)

t../}Cu/'/j C

Please briefly describe the relief you want from Microsoft.

:7t9-/�

,/Cj·�E �, #/p/7
C. �. �
.�AJ/f/fT�� L�C()A/IC

si� :.

r�C::; /'..5

Date
2

-

-

ij/!/L Y

/
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Close Window
Print this page

Transaction Details
I

Transaction Date
Posted Date:

l
I

11/0312012
11/0512012

Amount:

$39.99

Details:

WINDOWS 8 ESD USD 01111111111 CA
COMPUTER SOFTWARE STORES

Category:

Merchandise

©2012 Capital One

The trademarks used herein are owned by Capital One.
All rights reserved.

Close Window

\
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•

RE: SRX1187312874ID - WINDOWS 8 PRO - REF. REFUND NO.

RE: THIS EMAIL MAKES THE RECORD CLEAR AND CERTAIN AND FULL AND SATISFACTORY

1187136895 - REPLY 18
FOR THE DAMAGES,INFRA.
Roy Day (royaday@hotmail.com)

12/01/12

RE: REFERENCE REFUND NO.: 1187136895; ORDER NO.: WD04577456

To: Microsoft Online Customer Service
RE: REFUND MY $39.99 IMMEDIATELY (ON NOVEMBER 13, 2012).

RE: REFERENCE EACH AND ALL EMAILS SENT TO MICROSOFT ON THE REFUND ISSUE

Roy Day

Edit profrie details
From:Roy Day (royaday@hotmail.com)You moved

Sent: Sat 12/01/12 1:03 PM
T
0:

this message to its current location.

Microsoft Online Customer Service
(cntus.gncs.na.OO.en.sit.hyd.cs.tOl.cus.OO.wb@css.one.microsoft.com)

FOR JUDICIAL ECONOMY, ROY A. DAY REPEATS AND REALLEGES EACH AND AU EMAILS SENT TO
MICROSOFT THAT REFER, RELATE, PERTAIN OR MENTION REFUND NUMBER 1187136895, AS IF
EXPRESSLY STATED HEREIN.

REPLY 18:
FOR THE RECORD: I (hereafter I is Roy A. Day) WILL NOT DEAL WITH THE MICROSOFT STORE

GARBAGE AND TRASH,SINCE THEY ARE A fRAUD Of THE FIRST ORDER. YOU ARE TO REFUND

DATE: DECEMBER 1, 2012 TIME: 1:03 P.M. (-500 UTe)

MY $39.99 TODAY (NOVEMBER 13,2012).

- - --------rO:MR: BIL[GATES\N{TIIUENT ORSERVANT CONLY MR.-GAm) -

REFERENCE REFUND NO.: 1187136895
----ORDERNCl::WD045i7456

MR. STEVEN ANTHONY "STEVE" BALLMER (NO AGENT OR SERVANT -ONLY MR. BALLMER)

' ... _l..

��Ttfi)
\,

(tX'/
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REPEATED FACTS: I (hereafter, I is Roy A. Day) purchased Windows 8 Pro from the Microsoft

Store pursuant to a download, and it would not install. After fIVe hours of installation, and five
restarts, the machine said it could not install Windows 8 Pro, and reinstalled Window &

Ultimate. I HAVE NOW WASTED FIVE HOURS OF MY TIME AND MONEY! I contacted Microsoft's
Store on November 2 and 3, 2012, and they said a refund email would be sent in 24-48 hours. I
have not received the specific email confirming the REFUND OF $39.99 TO MY CREDIT CARD.

MICROSOFT HAS WILLFULLY, INTENTIONALLY, WANTONLY, MALICIOUSLY, AND FRAUDULENTLY,
REFUSED AND CONTINUED TO REFUSE TO REFUND THE $39.99. Address this issue immediately,
and send an email on this Issue. FOR THE RECORD: I ALSO CALLED MICROSOFT SUPPORT ON

THIS ISSUE PERTAINING TO A REFUND, AND TO RESOLVE THE ISSUE.
REFUND MY MONEY IMMEDIATElY.

ALL CORRESPONDENCE IS TO BE VIA EMAllIIII 1I!1I1 III II 1111111111111111

END REPEATED FACTS.
IT IS STIPULATED AND AGREED BETWEEN ROY A. DAY AND MR. BILL GATES AND MR. STEVE
BALLMER THAT THE AFORESAID FACTS ARE TRUE AND CORRECT, THAT EACH AND EVERY DAY

YOU (MR. BILL GATES AND MR. STEVE BALLMER) DO NOT REFUND THE $39.99 TO ROY A. DAY'S
CREDIT CARD, WITH THE DATE BEGINNING TO TOLL ON NOVEMBER

2, 2012, YOU (MR. BILL

GATES AND MR. STEVEN BALLMER) CONSIDER FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS

($500,000.00) PER DAY IN SANCTIONS TO BE A FAIR AND EQUITABLE SUM CERTAIN. CAVEAT: IF
AN AGENT OR SERVANT RESPONDS ON BEHALF OF MR. GATES AND MR. BALLMER, THE

RESPONSE IS A FRAUDULENT RESPONSE, AND ADDITIONAL SANCTIONS OF ONE MIUlON
DOLLARS ($1,000,000.00) PER DAY IS FAIR AND EQUITABLE SUM CERTAIN FOR THE

FRAUDULENT RESPONSE.

Roy A. Day (royaday@hotmail.com)

(fl:<�ipl)
\

"'-

(� /1/)

.-�
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RE: NOTE. i THIS DOCUMENT IS PRINTED ON THE FRONT AND BACK OF THE PAPERl

I.

DESCRIBE THE NATURE OF YOUR DISPUTE

CAVEAT: "LA�ONIC FACTS ONLY\"
1. I (here�ter, "I" is defmed as Roy A. Day) downloaded Windows 8 Pro from the
Microsqft's web site (See EXHIBIT "1" - Capitol One bank statement on $39.99
purchase), and for over five hours, with my ("my" defined as Roy A. Day)
machin.e (computer) restarting on five different occasions installing Windows 8
Pro, my machine stated that the installation "failed." No reason was listed or
errors for the failure. Mter wasting five hours of my time and money on a failed
installation, with no errors or reason for the failed install, I called Microsoft for
a refund (reference refund number: 1187136895) (also reference ID:
SRXl1$7312874). I told the incompetent clerk that if Microsoft wanted to send
a Windows 8 Pro disk, I would attempt to install Windows 8 Pro again, only
using the disk. I never received the disk.
2. The On;ler Number for Windows 8 Pro download is: WD04577456. I spoke with
Sylvania on November 2, 2012, at or about 3:50 p.m. (-500 UTC) at the
MicrosOft Store, and obtained the refund reference number:
1187136895. On November 3, 3012, at or about 1:10 p.m. (-500 UTC), I spoke
with "Je" and he stated the refund would be in my account in 24-48 hours. The
refund never appeared. On November 5,2012, I spoke with "Lisa" via a "chat" to
see if that would produce the refund, and the refund still would not appear.
Subsequently, I began the process to contact Mr. Bill Gates, and Mr. Steven
Ballme4• via Microsoft's customer service, to obtain the refund, and after thirty
days, still no refund. For the Record: The Microsoft Store is a fraud, and
useless.
3. I demaIilded a refund, and obtained a refund number, but Microsoft refused and
continued to refuse to refund the $39.99 to my credit card. Accordingly, I sent
additional emails to Microsoft's Mr. William Gates, and Mr. Steven Ballmer, via
Microsoft's Customer Service Department, to obtain the refund (See EXHIBIT
"2" - emails to Mr. Gates, and Mr. Ballmer). I sent emails for over thirty days,
with the last email being an "18th REPLY" (See EXHIBIT "2" - emails to Mr.
Gates �d Mr. Ballmer). No response was received. Accordingly, the facts, and
issues and damages have been admitted as an operation of law. There was, and
has been contact, between the parties, and there was an offer and stipulation
and agreement pursuant to Contract Law.
,

1

PLEASE NOTE: Pursuant to the Federal Paper Reduction Act, and the Federal, and the
various States, Environmental Protection Acts, this document is printed on the front
and back of th� paper.
( PAGE 1 OF 2)

(DECEMBER 5, 2012)
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4. Based pn the aforesaid "contract" (See EXHIBIT "2" - "contract" and stipulation
and agreement), the following damages are due a nd payable: With the damages
beginniing to toll on November 2, 20 1 2 (see EXHIBIT "2") at Five Hundred
Thous�d Dollars ($500,000. 00) per day, the amount that is presently due and
payablb is (presently using a thirty-four day total): $ 1 7, 000, 000.00 (Seventeen
Million Dollars). NOTE: Since Microsoft filed fraudulent responses for over
thirty <ilay, the sum certain amount used per day is One Million Dollars
($ 1 ,000, 000. 00) per day, with the due and payable a mount presently being:
Thirty iFour Million Dollars ($34, 000,000. 00) . The aforesaid amounts reflect a
starting date of N ovember 2, 201 2 and ending on December 5, 201 2 (NOTE: the
ending date will change based on the date when the refund is provided).
5.

The aforesaid sum certain involves the following issues for Federal Court, since
a "dispute" is not the proper legal venue for this action: Negligence, Emotional
Distress, Fraud, and Breach of Contract.

6. This dispute action is filed only for the purpose to ensure that the Federal
Judge :would not entertain a dismissal based on Roy A. Day not filing the initial
disput� form.
7. NOTE: All emails sent by Roy A. Day to Microsoft Corporation, a nd the
subsequent response from Microsoft, that refer, relate, mention, or relate to the
$39. 9Q refund, are on Microsoft's servers, including but not limited to, Roy A.
Day's �otmail. com email account (royaday@hotmail.com).

Respectfully submitted,

('/�
Roy A./Day
,

( PAGE 2 OF

�)

(DECEMBER 5, 2012)

r1-?� �f/)
\

.,-'

.;'�

.,.......
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RE: NOTE

THIS DOCUMENT IS PRINTED ON THE FRONT AND BACK OF THE PAPERl

�

,

r!

CAVEAT: "LA ONIC FACTS ONLY!"
I
I

I.

PLEASE BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE RELIEF YOU WANT FROM MICROSOFT

1. I (1 def�ed as "Roy A. Day") demanded a refund, and obtained a refund
number, but Microsoft refused and continued to refuse to refund the $39.99 to
my ("my" defined as "Roy A. Day") credit card. Accordingly, I sent additional
emails to Microsoft's Mr. William Gates, and Mr. Steven Ballmer, via Microsoft's
Customer Service Department, to obtain the refund (See EXHIBIT "2" - emails
to Mr. Gates, and Mr. Ballmer). I sent emails for over thirty days, with the last
email being an "18th REPLY" (See EXHIBIT "2" - emails to Mr. Gates and Mr.
Ballmer). No response was received. Accordingly, the facts, and issues and
damag�s have been admitted as an operation of law. There was, and has been
contact� between the parties, and there was an offer and stipulation and
agreem�nt pursuant to Contract Law.
2. Based on the aforesaid "contract" (See EXHIBIT "2" - "contract" and stipulation
and agreement), the following damages are due and payable: With the damages
beginning to toll on November 2, 2012 (see EXHIBIT "2") at Five Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($500, 000. 00) per day, the amount that is presently due and
payable is (presently using a thirty-four day total): $17, 000,000. 00 (Seventeen
Million Dollars). NOTE: Since Microsoft filed fraudulent responses for over
thirty d/ilY, the sum certain amount used per day is One Million Dollars
($1,000,000. 00) per day, with the due and payable amount presently being:
Thirty Il'our Million Dollars ($34,000, 000.00). The aforesaid amounts reflect a
starting date of November 2, 2012 and ending on December 5, 2012 (NOTE: the
ending date will change based on the date when the refund is provided).
i

3.

The aforesaid sum certain involves the following issues for Federal Court, since
a "dispute" is not the proper legal venue for this action: Negligence, Emotional
Distress, Fraud, and Breach of Contract.

4. This d ispute action is filed only for the purpose to ensure that the Federal

Judge would not entertain a dismissal based on Roy A. Day not fIling the initial
dispute: form.

5. NOTE: All emails sent by Roy A. Day to Microsoft Corporation, and the
subsequent response from Microsoft, that refer, relate, mention, or relate to the
1 PLEASE NOTE: Pursuant to the Federal Paper Reduction Act, and the Federal, and the
various States� Environmental Protection Acts, this document is printed on the front
and back of th� paper.
!

(!2? oi�6)
(PAGE 1 OF 2)

�,
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!
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$39. 9Q refund, are on Microsoft's servers, including but not limited to, Roy A.
Day's Hotmail.com email account (royaday@hotma il. com) .
6. ACCORDINGLY, THE "RELIEF I WANT FROM MICROSOFT" IS: Thirty Four
Million Dollars ($34,000,000. 00) ; IN THE ALTERNATNE: $ 1 7,000,000.00
(Seventeen Million Dollars). See data, supra, reflecting the extrapolated reasons
for the: "relief I want fro m Microsoft.» The aforesaid sum certain includes the
$39. 99 refund!

Respectfully submitted,

(DOC: RELIEF-FROM-MICROSOFT)
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Roy A. Day
P.O. Box 33
Tarpon Springs, Florida
34688-0033
USA
December 2 1 , 2012 - FRAUDULENTLY DENIED RECENING
February 8, 2013 - RESENT A SECOND TIME VIA EMAIL ATTACHMENTS TO JOHN
McGILL

LCA Arbitration
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052·6399

Mr. William H. Gates, III, Chairman of the Board
Microsoft Corporation
1 Microsoft Way
Redmond, Washington 98052-8300

Mr. Steven A. BaUmer, Chief Executive Officer
Microsoft Corporation
1 Microsoft Way
Redmond, Washington 98052-8300

RE: HotmaiI compromise issue - 10502866

RE: TO: MR. WILLIAM GATES, VIA JIM FUKASAWA
RE: Notice

of Dispute form

RE: Jim Fukasawa Uimf@microsoft.com)

RE: Roy A. Day's Microsoft-Hotmail Unique 10: 000 1 1BE74C373A4E.

RE: NOTB • THIS DOCUMBNT IS PRINTED ON THE FRONT AND BACK OF THB
PAPER!

IF AN AGBNT OR SBRVANT OF MR. WILLIAM H. GATES. m. AND MR. STEWN
BALLMER, IS READING THIS LETTBR. YOU ARE TO CEASB AND DESIST READING
THIS LETTER. AND GIVB TO MR. WILLIAM H. GATES. III. AND MR. STBWN
1 TURNOVER; CONTINUED ON

BACK OF PAPER. PLEASE NOTE: This dOCUment is printed 00 the front and
back of the paper to ronserve onr natural resources,

-"

f-30 ct16)

Mr. William H. Gates, Ill, Mr. Steven Ballmer, LeA Arbitration
December 21, 2012
February 8, 2013
Page 2 0fl

BALLMER, AND MR. WILLIAM H. GATES. m. AND MR. STEVEN BALLMBR ONLY.
THANK YOU.

Pursuant to the Microsoft's "Services Agreement," I have enclosed a "Dispute Form" with
the associated EXHIBITS. I (for the purpose of the instant letter, "I" is defined as "Roy A.
Day") do not believe this legal action belongs under a "cUspute" category. Pursuant to
primary and secondary legal research, the issues of Negligence, Emotional Distress, Fraud,
and Breach of Contract, are not considered a "dispute." A Federal Complaint will be filed at:
U.S. District Court
For the Western District of Washington
United States Courthouse
700 Stewart Street, Room 2310
Seattle, Washington 98101-1271
To avoid any delay by filing a Federal Complaint initially, m file this "dispute" form first
so the Court knows I followed each and all procedures before filing the Federal Complaint.
Accordingly, enclosed is the "Notice of Dispute-Microsoft Software, Products, and
Services with Arbitration Agreements," form, with associated !tXHIBIT "I" (Copy of the
September 1 1 , 2012 email sent to Mr. William Gates via Mr. Jim Fukasawa so the record is
clear and certain and fuU and satisfactory on the admission of the true and correct facts),
and IXHlBIT "2" (Document: "Describe the nature of your dispute"), and EXHIBIT "3"
("Please briefly describe the reliefvou want from Microsoff).

l!.QII: SEND ALL RESPONSES TO ROY A. DAY VIA EMAIL TO: royadaY@hotmail.com.
Please do not use "snail-mail," since I only check "snail-mail" every two weeks. The year is
A.D. 2012 - send all responses digitaJJyl

The instant letter is written using Microsoft Office 2010 Professional (WORD format). A
digital copy wiU be provided upon request.

Mr. William H. Gates, ill, Mr. Steven Ballmer, LeA Arbitration
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December 21, 2012
Februaty 8, 2013
Page 3 0f 3

Thank you for your cooperation

and assistance in this matter.
Very truly yours'
/ ROY A. DAY /
Roy A. Day

RAD/rr
Enclosure: "Notice of Dispute" form, EXHIBITS

D
r�
/
.

�;

.

,

"I" and "2" .lridi "3"

THIS FORM IS RESENT A SECOND TIME VIA EMAIL TO "JOHN McGILL" AS
ATTACHMENTS SINCE MR. McGILL STATED A FALSEHOOD THAT THE LEGAL
DEPARTMENT DID NOT RECEIVE THE FIRST ARBITRATION REQUEST FORM SENT VIA
SNAIL-MAIL, WHEN IN FACT, THE ARBITRATION DEPARTMENT AND THE LEGAL
DEPARTMENT OlD RECEIVE THE FIRST ARBITRATION REQUEST FORM SENT BY ROY A.
DAY, WITH THE OVERLAY THAT JOHN McGILL IS STATING FALSEHOODS ALONG WITH
THE LEGAL DEPARTMENT AND ARBITRATION DEPARTMENT. THE EMAIL ATTACHMENTS
ENSURE THAT NO FALSEHOODS CAN NOW BE STATED.

6
�
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Notice of Dispute-Microsoft Software, Products, and Services with
!

Arbitration Agreements

Microsoft is cOn:1mitted to resolving disputes fairly and efficiently. If you are unsatisfied with the
resolution a customer service representative offers for your problem, you may notify us of your
dispute by mailing this form
to Microsoft.
.
i

�

Please print leg bly and complete this form. Send the completed form by U.S. mail to:

Microsoft Corporation
LeA Arbitration
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399
Keep a copy for: your records.

i

!

A Microsoft representative will respond within 60 days of receiving this form. If the dispute is not
resolved to youri satisfaction, you may begin arbitration after 60 days by submitting a Demand for
Arbitration to the American Arbitration Association. You can find a Demand for Arbitration form
at go.microsoft.domlfwlinkl?1inkid=245497.

Y/iY
1X1 6 1v? FI3£
;fc;y1 P;t'Y(e/IDTII;/f/!.. " Co M

Coy Ii

Your name

YOUT phone number

�tJ6-L/-9S/7oS

Your fax number
,
-:: ;;--::� &x 3 3
�--::j?}lfroJ/ 5/1lJ)v6-� (22J,i)) Y/J

YOUT e-mail address
Your address:

Additional number during business hours

_

_
". _______

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Your gamertag (ffyour dispute i s about Xbox)
i

Your Microsoft account (if you have one)
(formerly called Windows Live ID)

Your Zune tag (if your dispute is about Zune)

Your serial number (for hardware)

,

My dispute is about (check Microsoft software, product, or service):
0 Kinect for Windows
o Bing Ads Program
o Games for Windows-LIVE service
0 Microsoft Office 20 1 3
o Microsoft OntNote (acquired through Windows Store)
I
I

(continued on page two)
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.,
o Microsoft Setvices Agreement servi�:
o Bing
o Microsoft account (formerly W indows Live ID)

j

,gr Microsoft' Hotmail
o
o
o
o
o
O
o

MicrOSO

Microso
Microso

Mail Desktop

Movie Maker
Photo Gallery

o
o
o
o
o
o

Surface
Windows 8

Windows Store
Window Phone 8

;

Windows Phone StorelMarketplace
Xbox Console BundlelXbox LIVE
Promotional Offer

o Xbox LIVE service
o Xbox Music
o Zune Music & Video service

Microso SkyDrive
Microsoft! Writer
MSN
Office. com

o Outlook.qom (formerly Microsoft Hotmail)
o Other softwru;e, product, or service with arbitration agreement:

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Please briefly clescribe the nature of your dispute and attach any documents you want
I

Microsoft to coinsider.

(f"2'r Jt:x)-J/5J7 //;{/)

Please briefly describe the relief you want from Microsoft.

LylE
/'I

:tC: /1!

� /\

7
/17)'-'--

/D

//

?/

,7

I)

Date

-2-

(a, /13 /)
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DATE: AUGUST

7, 2012 - NO

RESPONSE

(5) If the Itspoofers" had actually gained acceas to my HOTMAIL.COM account, they would also have
cmmaged the folders and associated etnails, and tried to gain access to my bank accounts and
other accounts, when in fact, they have not. The "spoofera" were NOT able to gain access to my
HOTMAIL.COM account, and deceived you on believing they had gained access to my
HOTMAIL.COM account by generating the line of source code
you reflected as a 3M party
entry - there was no entry.

SEPTEMBER 1 1, 2012 - Resent email

TO: MR.

WILLIAM GATES,

VIA JIM

that

FUKASA A

(6) In your laa:t email you raised the issue of Fiddler being a source of the problem.. when in feet,
No refllponse was received to my (Roy A. Day) Ugust 7, 2012 email Accordingly. so the record
,
is clear and certain and full and satisfaetoty, the August 7, 2012 email is being resent a second
time on September 1 1 , 2012. In addition, the September 1 1 , 2012 email will also be sent as a
Microsoft WORD attachment (Office 2010 fo
at -WORD) to the email.

Fiddler is not the source of the probletn in n:ry case, since 1 uaed various networks and
providers on sending the emails (not just single network or provider). and they were trusted
sites, excluding one site, and they are trusted but do not want to pay money for upgraded
certificate (college location). If over the last three hundred sixty-five days J has used only one
network end one provider, then Fiddler could be an issue. but 1 did not use just one network or
one provider.

(7) In your last email, you stated what would"Microsoft and its employees possibly gain by
PursUant to your last email. this email
satisfactory for each and all future legal act'
the true and cotrect facts.

( l ) The emails sent by Roy A. Day wer-e NOT

{;

the record clear and certain and full and
, since you have eJected to conceal and cover-up

es

the CONTACT list and folder.

supposedly sending spaIn from your account?" CAPITAL LETTERS: I DID NOT SAY
MICROSOFT SENT SPAM FROM MY HOTMAIL.COM ACCOUNT. IF YOU READ AND
COMPREHEND WHAT I SENT YOU, IF YOU CAN COMPREHEND THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, I
SAID A THIRD PARTY t·SPOOFER1 SENT THE EMAlLS GIVING THE IMPRESSION THAT THE
EMAILS WERE SENT BY ME FROM THE HOTMAIL.COM ACCOUNT, WHEN IN FACT, THE
EMAILS WERE SENT "INDIRECTLY" FROM MY HOTMAIL.COM USING A ·SPOOFING"
TECHNIQUE, 8trr THERE WAS NOT ENTRY INTO MY HOTMAIL.COM ACCOUNT (the evidence
you have by 3f'd party entry is only generated by the "spoof'wg technique" to gi� the
appearance of entry, when in fact, there was no real enby into my hotmail.com account - THE
EVIDENCE SUPPORTS THIS).

(8) I have not changed my password. since there is no need to change my pElSSWOt'd. No one access
my account, and there has not been any further spoofmg (six different days,. and April 2012
was

the last time for the scam). On purpose, I did not change the password ,

80

I could make a

point to you and your technical experts, that the account has not in realit;y been accessed by a
31'<1 party (your snipp!t of source code is deceptive based on the spoofer's snippet of code).

(2) The emails sent were sent using HOTMAIL.C
(3) The emaiia sent were sent from various netwo ks, and NOT a singular network, and a singular
provider. Further, the emails were sent
hundred and sixty-five days.

at eli

erent times and places over a span of over three

(4} NO ONE has access Roy A. Day's HOTMAIL.C M account and emails and folders. There has

been no damage or theft from Roy A. Day's H
MAIL.COM account. The statement in your last
email statingyou "provided evidence that y I' aec:ount mailbox has been accessed mUltiple
times by 31'<1parties originating outside the U 'ted states," is a misleading and deceptive
statement, since the evidence you provide r
ts a snip of source used by the"spoofers" to
generate an email sending from the sent fold
in the HOTMAIL.COM mailbox and in the
INBOX mailbox to give a false impression t t Roy A. Day had sent the emails from my
HOTMAIL.COM account., when in fact, Roy A Day had NOT sent the emails (IT WAS NOTHING
MORE THAN A "SPOOF,,). The aforesaid sui
of source code deceives your software in
believing that the account had been aocess
when in fact, jt has not been accessed.

(9) If you read lIlY past e:mails. and the facts
specifically, I used various networks and pro

presented, and the facts stated., supra.
,
over a three hundred sixty-five day period
sending emails to various individuals at
and dates, with onJ,y a �e email
being sent each time (no copies of any genre) then the ONLY source of the probJem is
MICROSOFT'S HOTMAIL.COM "AUTO-CO
LETE"FOLDER FOR EMAlLS THAT WERE SENT
BY ROY A. DAY. THE MICROSOFT "AUTQ..C MPLETE-roLDER FOR EMAlLS FOR ROy A.
DAY'S EMAILS THAT WERE SEN'!' WOULD E SITTING ON MICROSOFT'S SERVER, AND THE
ONLY PERSONS WHO WOULD HAVE ACCE S TO THAT FOLDER AND SERVER WOULD BE
MICROSOFT EMPLOYEES, AND MICROSO
EMPLOYEES WOULD BE THE ONLY ONES
WHO HAVE THE NAME OFTHE AUTO-COM
. E FOLDER. Someone gained access to that
-auto--comptete" folder and provided the in{.
to a third party. Let me define -aUtocomplete" folder. It is the email folder that h
the emails sent by a HOTMAIL.COM user. so
when the user sends an email. and if the em . has been sent prior to that email being sent,
the HOTMAIL.COM software provides a selec 'on of emails sent that DUltch what a user is
typing so the user can $elect one of the choi s, which prevents excessive typing.

diffi

t times

(10} You hElve elected to prevent roe from ha . g access to a Microsoft EXPERT on this issue,
specificalfjr, the auto-eomplete folder on H
L.COM. No one has access to that folder,
including a "spoofer" or anyone else, except
icrosoft. NO ONE ELSE WOULD HAVE ACCESS
TO THE EMAILS I HAVE SENT FROM THE OTMAIL.COM ACCOUNT, UNLESS THEY WERE
PROVIDED TO A THIRD PARTY BY MICROS FT.

(11)

The aforesaid third party (spoofer) (ideo fied as government agency at this stage, until
proven otherwise, since no other party wou have access to the MICROSOFr HOTMAlL.COM
AlITO-COMPLETE FOLDER ON liOTMAJL.C M) appears to have had a two�fold purpose: (1) To
entice Roy A. Day to click the web site pro '
in the emails $0 a ". would sit on my computer
- From knowledge and experien� 1 neV6t' cr k a web site. so they failed there � also, all teats
with AV software, including M1.cros.oft's Secu 'ty Essentials. were negative; (2) the other
purpose aJ>pe8.I'S to be to harass Roy A. Day, and Roy A. Day's email�campatriots, by sending
deceptive junk l;ttnail to them, and to attemp to see what the compatriots are doing on their
computers, if they click the fraudulent web te.

(121 The afotesaid FACTS in the paragraphs, supra, are very LOGICAL, using your word of
choice. Based on the aforesaid facts, it a
Microsoft provided the email addresses to 111
third party from the HOTMAIL.COM accoun from the "auto-complete" folder. Fiddler software
would nat be able to obtain the "auto-oompl te" folder email addresses. Your statement that
FiddleT would achieve that task i. BALOE
SH and BosH and PIFFLE.

(13)� Unless your TECHNOLOGY EXPERr oontacts me,. and provides me infonnation
on how someone gained access to the auto-complete folder on the HOTMAlL.COM server (or
how they obtained the email addresses, since Fiddler is not the SOlU'Ce based on the facts),
then I have no choice but to proceed with legal action to obtain the answer in a court of law,
specifieaU:y, to show that Microsoft provided the auto-com.plete folder infonna.!ion to a third
party, and has used fraud and deception to ooncea1 and cover-up the aforesaid facts. The
Microsoft expert needs to prove me wrong on the auto-complete fokIer access based on the
aforeuid facts, otherwise, Microsoft is a co-conspirator.

(14) �: Microsoft's HOTMAlL.COM technology personnel have possibly concealed the
true omd correct facts from Jim Fukasawa, so that MI'. Fukasawa would present fraudulent
facts to Roy A. Day to further conceal and cover-up the fraudulent conduct.

END TRUE AND CORRECT FACI'S AND ISSUES.

If no response is received in fourteen days, then 111 proceed to court for an answer (Based
on the new contract for the Terms of Agreement far September, 2012, Microsoft is now forcing
the action to Mediation ftrst) . CAVEAT: TO WILLIAM GATES - NO AGENT OR SERVANT 
MICROSOFT CONSIDERS ONE MILUON DOLLARS PER DAY IN SANCTIONS FOR
CONCEALING AND COVERING-UP THE AF'ORESAID FRAUDULENl' CONDUCT� WITH THE
TOLL OF SANCTIONS BEGINNING ON THE DATE OF THE F1RST EMAIL SENT TO JIM
FUKASAWA (MAY 11. 2012 IS THE DATE THE SANCTIONS BEGIN TO TOLL). THE AFORESAID
SANCTIONS ARE BASED ON AN ISSUE OF FRAUD, AND AN ISSUE OF EMOTIONAL
DISTRESS, AND AN ISSUE OF NEGLIGENCE. IF NO RESPONSE IS RECEIVED BY ROY A. DAY
FROM WILLIAM OATES ON OR BEFORE SEPTEMBER 25, 2012, THEN THE AFORESAID
FACTS AND ISSUES ARE ADMITTED AS TRUE AND CORRECI', AND THE SANCTIONS ARE
DUE AND PAYABLE. IF ANA GENT OR SERVANT RESPONDS ON BEHALF OF MR, WILLIAM
GATES, THEN THE AFORESAID FACTS AND ISSUES ARE ADMITTED AS TRUE AND
CORRECT, AND THE SANCTIONS ARE DUE AND PAYABLE.

ON A POSITIVE NOTE: The new- outlook.com replac:em.ent for HOTMAlL.COM ia a winner,
and &xeellent. I have signed·up for the outlook-com email (royac:lay@outlook.com). You can let
your technology people know that outlook.com. is winner!
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1»utlook.com)

Roy A. Day (royadaJ@hotmaiLeom) (royada

COl!TAPT ID'ORMADOlf:
ROY A. DAY
P.O. BOX 33
TA�PON SPRINGS. FLORIDA
34688�0033
USA

VOleR: (PRIMARY: 727�6428636) tSECON�Y: Private number - upon request only)
Jl'A][. .... VOle&: 206-4951708

FIRSTCOIIICATIOR
IUIII
OJ'cyOICB - .... (MULTIMEDIA MESSAGE SERVICE)
..OBILB � _8 - MULTIMBDlA MB8SAG. - BBlID TO: 7276428636
- J'ROM DBSKTOP�_AQ.. - _lID TO: 7276428636@mma.att.u.et *u
J!QD: You can send graphics. and audi� as well as text.

as

SJWOIfD COM.mCATIO. OrCHP1c& (SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE)
IfOBlLE • 8MB � � IIBBSAGB - SBlfD TO: 7276428636
**'" J'ROII DBSJt'I'OPo.BIlAIL - BBlID 'TO:1 '7276428686@tzt.lltt.aet
BM.AJ:L ADDRESS aad MOBIL. Pocket PC .4....: royada.J@hotmail.com

BM.AIL
ADDRBSS and. MOBILB Pocket PC�,a
d4....;.
�---.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------�-royaday@alumni.lsu.edu
I
**** (LSU TIGERS: 2007 FOOTBALL NATIONALCHAMPIONS) u_

_ ADD_ .....

IlOBILK_ PC ,..._' �

BKAiLADDUS�-:S;;,;;-.(;m;�-pc�;;;;��.ill.� -WP
SlTK, http.llwww.�otmai1.cOm
----�-----------------------------------------�-----------------------------------------
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I.

DESCRIBE THE NATURE OF YOUR DISPUTE

RE: NOTE · THIS DOCUMENT IS PRINTED ON THE FRONT AND BACK OF
THE PAPERI

CAVEAT: "LACONIC FACTS ONLY!"

RE: Hotmail compromise issue - Case No. 10502866
RE: MR. WILLIAM GATES, VIA JIM FUKASAWA

RE: Notice of Dispute form
RE:

Jim Fukasawa Uiml@microsoft.com)
Escalation Engineer employed by Microsoft (Silicon Valley Campus located in
Mountain View, California)

RE: Roy A. Day's Microsoft·Hotmail Unique 10: 000 1 IBE74C373A4E.

1. I (hereafter, "I" is defmed as Roy A. Day) am a paid subscriber to Microsoft's
Hotmail.com service (NOTE: I was a Hotmail.com user prior to the purchase of
Hotmail.com by Microsoft, and subsequently, became a Microsoft Hotmail.com
user and paid subscriber). Since I have had the said Hotmail.com account, I
have never had any malware or illegal entries into the Hotmail.com account,
until the present "spoofing" issue developed. The true and correct facts are
listed in each and all United States Mail sent to Microsoft by Roy A. Day, and
emails sent to Microsoft via Mr. Jim Fukasawa, including but not limited to, the
last email sent to Microsoft, and Mr. William Gates via Mr. Jim Fukasawa (See
EXHIBIT " I" - pursuant to judicial economy, Roy A. Day repeats and realleges
the aforesaid Exhibit "I" as if expressly stated herein). Pursuant to judicial
economy, Roy A. Day repeats and realleges each and all United States Mail, and
emails, sent to Microsoft from Roy A. Day that refer, relate, pertain, or mention
the ·spoofmg" of Roy A. Day's Hotmail.com email account. as if expressly states
herein, including but not limited to, Case No. 10502866) . N.B. - NOTA BENE:
The aforesaid true and correct facts as stated by Roy A. Day have been admitted
as true and correct, since NO response was received denying the aforesaid facts
lirfa Issues as reflecred in-ExlUDit ·l-;"rurther� tnere was-an (jffet; and NO
rejection of the aforesaid quasi contract as reflected in Exhibit " 1. � Further, a

controlling fact in Exhibit "I" is that the names, and associated email
addresses, gleaned from Roy A. Day's Hotmail.com email account were gleaned
from Microsoft's selVer, and the associated "auto-complete" folder, and NOT Roy
A. Day's CONTACT list, and NOT by a wrongdoer using a "wifi" connection site.
In addition, there were multiple internet providers, and multiply "wifi" sites
used pertaining to the email addresses and names. Further, there was NO
"fiddler" involvement, when in fact, Roy A. Day has NEVER changed the
password in the Hotmail.com account since Roy A. Day has had the
Hotmail.com account - there has never been any intrusion in the Hotmail.com
account using a password! No files or folders have ever been deleted or altered
or subjected to nefarious conduct! Accordingly, as reflected in the true and
correct facts in Exhibit "I," someone provided a third party (obviously, a
government entity) the information sitting on Microsoft's selVer in reference to
Roy A. Day's Hotmail.com account as associated with the "auto-complete" folder
and ·selVer. To conceal the aforesaid "cunning. misleading. and deceptive"
(defined as fraud in primary and secondary legal research) conduct, a
"misleading. cunning. and deceptive" snippet of source code was placed on Roy
A. Day's Hotmail.com "inboX' email account in reference to the day and date I
questioned the malware issue as reflected on the "spoiling technique issue. All
the emails between Roy A. Day and Jim Fukasawa reflect the source of the
issues involved, specifically, Jim Fukasawa attempted to conceal and cover-up
the true and correct source of the breach of security (providing a third party government entity the emails sent by Roy A. Day). Since the third party
obtained useless information, the "third party" then elected to harass Roy A.
Day by sending malware email to Roy A. Day's email Hotmail.com "inbol!"
disguised as email sent from Roy A. Day from the names gleaned from
Microsoft's "auto-complete" selVer, with the overlay to harass Roy A. Day's
email receivers who have received emails from Roy A. Day in the past from Roy
A. Day's Hotmail.com account. NOTE: NO CONFIDENTIAL, OR PRNATE, OR
CLASSIFIED, OR "EYES ONLY" INFORMATION WAS SENT FROM THE
HOTMAIL.COM ACCOUNT! Accordingly, the "third party - government entity" had no choice but to harass Roy A. Day, since the government entity found
nothing but junk emails. To repeat: The names gleaned from Roy A. Day's
Hotmail.com account were from emails sent over a long period of time, and from
various internet providers, and various "wifi" sites, and are NOT from Roy A.
Day's CONTACT list. See Exhibit " 1 ."
2. Based on the aforesaid ·contract" (See EXHIBIT "I" - ·contract" and stipUlation
and agreement), the following damages are due and payable: With the damages
beginning to toll on May 1 1 , 2012 (see EXHIBIT "I") at One Million Dollars
($1,000,000.00) per day, the amount that is presently due and payable is
(presently using a two hundred twenty day total): $220,000,000.00 (Two
Hundred Twenty Million Dollars).
.- ·3: . TIre aforesaidsuml:ertain·involves the following issues for FeneraJ·Court; since
a "dispute" is not the proper legal venue for this action: Negligence, Emotional
Distress, Fraud, and Breach of Contract.

I PLEASE NOTE: Pursuant to the Federsl Paper Reduction Act, and the Federal, and the
various State., Environmental Protection Acts, this document 18 printed on the front
and back of the paper.
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4. This dispute action is filed only for the purpose to ensure that the Federal

_

_ _ _ _ _

5. NOTE: All emails sent by Roy A. Day to Microsoft Corporation, and the
subsequent response from Microsoft, that refer, relate, mention, or relate to the
- - -- --- ----HotIDaifcom"qu8.s{spoffing" issue; aiassociated WlIll!! lliiiilparty
(government entity), are on Microsoft's servers, including but not limited to, Roy
A. Day's Hotmail.com email account (royaday@hotmail.com).

_ _

------

~
/

/

CONTACT INFORMATION:

;

ROY A. DAY
P.O. BOX 33
TARPON SPRINGS, FLORIDA
USA
34688·0033
VOICE: (PRIMARY: 727·6428636) (SECONDARY: Private number - upon request only)
FAX, and VOICE: 206·4951708
FIRST COMMUNICATION OF CHOICE - MMS (MULTIMEDIA MESSAGE SERVICE)
MOBILE · MMS - MULTIMEDIA MESSAGE - SEND TO: 7276428636
*.. FROM DESKTOP·EMAlL - SEND TO: 7276428636@mIDI.att.net -

If.Q!I: You can send graphics, and audio, as well as text.

SECOND COMMUNICATION OF CHOICE - SMS (SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE)
MOBILE · SMS . TEXT MESSAGE - SEND TO: 7276428636
*..
.*. FROM DESKTOp·EMAlL - SEND TO: 7276428636@txt.att.net
EMAIL ADDRESS and MOBILE Pocket PC addr...: royaday@hotmail.com
EMAIL ADDRESS and MOBILE Pocket PC addres.:

royaday@a1umnLlsu.edu
.... (LSU TIGERS: 2007 FOOTBALL NATIONAL CHAMPIONS) -*
EMAIL ADDRESS and MOBILE Pocket PC addr... : royada1@att.net

..

.... .. .. .. .. .._ ............ ..

............ -................................ -.. --........---........ ------... --.. ----� -------.. .. ...--_ .. --.... _ .... _-------_ .._----_

EMAIL ADDRESS - RUSSIA - and MOBILE Pocket PC addres.: royaday@mail.ru
WEB SITE: http://www.royaday@hotmail.com
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Judge would not entertain a dismissal based on Roy A. Day not fIling the initial
dispute form.
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,
PLEAfE BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE RELIEF YOU WANT FROM MICROSOFT

I.

RE: N.QTIi!

I- I

THIS DOCUMENT IS PRINTED ON THE FRONT AND BACK OF THE PAPERl

CAVEAT: "LACONIC FACTS O NLY! "

1 . I (I defI�ed as "Roy A. Day") demanded true and correct facts pertaining to the
conduqt by Microsoft to provide a government entity names and email
addres�es of citizens Roy A. Day has sent email from the Hotmail.com account.
However, Jim Fukasawa elected to engage in fraudulent (cunning, misleading,
and deteptive) conduct by using scams to conceal that Roy A. Day's
Hotmaii . com account had been violated by Microsoft as a co-conspirator with a
government entity.
I

2. Based on the "contract" (See EXHIBIT " 1 " - "contract" and stipulation and
agreement), the following damages are due and payable: With the damages
beginn�ng to toll on May 1 1 , 20 1 2 (see EXHIBIT " 1 ") at One Million Dollars
($ 1 , 000,000. 00) per day, the amount that is presently due and payable is
(presellitly, using a two hundred twenty day total): $220, 000, 000.00 (Two
Hundr�d Twenty Million Dollars).
,

3. Based cim the aforesaid "contract" (See EXHIBIT " 1 " - "contract" and stipulation
and agJj-eement), the following damages are due and payable: With the damages
beginni, ng to toll on May 1 1 , 20 1 2 (see EXHIBIT " 1 ") at One Million Dollars
($ 1 , 000, 000.00) per day, the amount that is presently due and payable is
(presently using a 220 day total): $220, 000,000. 00 ( Two hundred Twenty
Mi11 ion� Dollars).
4.

The af9resaid sum certain involves the following issues for Federal Court, since
a "dispiIte" is not the proper legal venue for this action: Negligence, Emotional
Distres�, Fraud, and Breach of Contract.

5. This di� pute action is fI led only for the purpose to ensure that the Federal
Judge would not entertain a dismissal based on Roy A. Day not filing the initial
dispute form.

I

6. NOTE: All emails, and United States Mail, sent by Roy A. Day to Microsoft
Corporation, and the subsequent response from Microsoft, that refer, relate,
mentio:p., or relate to the "spoofIng" technique, are on Microsoft's servers,
includip.g but not limited to, Roy A. Day's Hotmail.com email account
(royada)r@hotmail.com).
!

1

I

:

PLEASE NOT;E: Pursuant to the Federal Paper Reduction Act, and the Federal, and the
various States� Environmental Protection Acts, this document is printed on the front
and back of th f paper.
(PAGE 1 OF 2) '
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7. ACCOEDINGLY, THE "RELIEF I WANT FROM MICROSOFT" AT THIS STAGE OF
LITIGAifION IS: Two Hundred Twenty Millio ns Dollars ($220, 000,000. 00) .

�

I

Res

SU ID1· tted,
��:2:;.,

i
CONTACT INFORMATION:
ROY A. DAY
P.O. BOX 33
TARPON SPRINGS, FLORIDA
USA
34688-0033

------------------r-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOICE: (PRI�Y:
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --

r

727-6428636)

(SECONDARY: Private number - upon request only)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

FAX, and VOI�E:

206-4951708

FlRST COMMUNICATION OF CHOICE - MMS (MULTIMEDIA MESSAGE SERVICE)
MpBILE - MMS - MULTIMEDIA MESSAGE - SEND TO: 7276428636
***
FROM DESKTOP-EMAIL - SEND TO: 7276428636@mms.att.net ***
NOTE: You can send graphics, and audio, as well as text.
SECOND COMMUNICATION OF CHOICE - SMS (SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE)
MOBILE - SMS - TEXT MESSAGE - SEND TO: 7276428636
***
FROM �ESKTOP-EMAIL - SEND TO: 7276428636@txt.att.net
***
EMAIL ADDRltSS and MOBILE Pocket PC address: royaday@hotmail.com
------------------

� ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------

EMAIL ADDRltSS and MOBILE Pocket PC address:
royadaY®aIumni.lsu.edu
**** (LSU TIGERS: 2007 FOOTBALL NATIONAL CHAMPIONS)

****

------------------�----------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- -------- --

� and MOBILE Pocket PC address: royaday@att.net

EMAIL ADD

EMAIL ADDQSS - RUSSIA - and MOBILE Pocket PC address: royaday@mail.ru
WEB SITE: h�p: / / www. royaday@hotmail.com
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -
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DOC: RELIEF-FROM-MICROSOFT
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•

RE: SRXl l 05794221D - Windows 8 Refund - REPLY 22
Actions
Roy Day (royad y@hotmail.com)
2/14/13

�

F rom :Roy Day ( oyaday@hotmail.com) You m oved this message to its current location.
Sent: Thu 2/14/ 3 1:21 PM
To:

Xbox Cust mer Support (xbox.hard.na.00.en.msf.lcs.ts.t03.spt.x2.pi@css.one.microsoft.com)
TO: JOHN McGI L (AN M R. WILLIAM GATES' N D M R. STEVE BALLM E R NO AGENT AND
�
,
�
l
t t
ERVA T

t:

,,! 2J

o..

I

l

,

;

RE: DATED F E B RUARY 14, 2013 - REPLY 22

�

�

) �
�

�
CAPITAL LE
DOC U M E NTS A
TO T H E LEGAL
DEPART M E NT I
DENY T H E DOC
RECEIVED BASE

ERS FOR

PHAS S A N D TO REFLECT YOU R F RAUD: YOU ARE TO TRANS F E R T H E

TAC H E D TO ROY A. DAY'S REPLY 17 AND REPLY 21 SENT TO YOU (JO H N McGILL)
E PARTMENT. CAVEAT: TO S E N D T H E DOCU M ENTS A FOURTH TIM E TO T H E LEGAL
TO BECOME A CO-CONSPIRATOR WITH YOU (JO H N M cGILL) AND MICROSOFT TO
M E NTS WERE RECEIVED. MICROSOFT CANNOT DENY T H E DOC U M E NTS WERE NOT
ON T H E ATTACH M ENTS PROVIDED IN ROY A. DAY'S REPLY 17 A N D REPLY 21.

MICROSOFT STEVE BALLM ER AN D WILLIAM GATES) CONSIDER O N E MILLION DOLLARS PER DAY
TO A FAIR A N D EQUITABLE S U M CERTAIN FOR EACH A N D EVERY DAY THAT MICROSOFT D ENIES
RECEIVING THE SECO N D ARBITRATION CASE DOCUM ENTS. U NTIL AN EMAIL IS RECEIVED BY ROY A.
DAY (ROYADAY HOTMAIL.COM) IN DICTING THE DOC U M ENTS ATTACH E D TO ROY A. DAY'S REPLY
17 AN D REPLY 1 ARE FILED WITH MICROSOFT, THE O N E MILUON DOLLAR S U M CERTAIN
CONTI N U ES TO TOLL. IF NO RESPONSE IS RECEIVED BY ROY A. DAY VIA EMAIL ON T H E AFORESAID
SUM C E RTAIN N D T H E ASSOCIATED DOCUM ENTS (RECEIVED AND FILED PURS UANT TO ROY A.
DAY'S REPLY 17 AN D REPLY 21), THEN T H E SILENCE IN DICATES THAT T H E AFORESAID SUM
CERTAIN IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

ROY A. DAY ILL COM M ENCE TO FILE TWO CIVIL ACTION S AGAINST MICROSOFT (ON E CML
ACTION FOR T E WIN DOWS 8 REF U N D ISSUE, AN D T H E SECO N D CIVIL ACTION FOR T H E FRAUD

\

�

�
�

�_-tl.
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,� ,

�

ASSOCIATED
TH T H E HOTMAIL.COM E MAIL ACCOUNT IN WHICH MICROSOFT PROVIDED T H E
AUTOMATIC-COM PLETE NAM ES T O A THIRD PARTY, A N D SU BSEQUENTLY, U S E D MISLEADING,
DECPETIVE ANID C U N NING (FRAUD) CONDUCT TO CONCEAL T H E RELASE OF T H E EMAIL
ADDRESSES Af'.\ D NAM ES).
I (ROY A. DAy) WILL COMPROMSIE AN D SETTLE FOR FIFTY THOUSAN D DOLLARS (IF RECEIVED ON
OR B EFORE FE�RUARY 28, 2013). ON MARCH 1, 2013, T H E AFORESAID OFFER TO COM PROMISE
AND SETTLE IS :REJ ECTE D AND THE TWO CIVIL ACTIONS WILL BE FILED.

Roy A. Day (royaday@ hotmai l.com)

£
Cf
(
(? t; /
....,.,
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•

RE:

SRXl lj 90579422ID - Windows 8 Refund - REPLY 1 4

Actions

1
:

Roy Day (royad Y@hotmaiI.COm)
2/05/13

To: Xbox Custoriler Support

From:Roy Day <royaday@hotmail.com) You moved this message to its current location.

Sent: Tue 2/05/� 3 1:30 PM

To: Xbox Custbmer Support (xbox.hard.na.00.en.msf.lcs.ts.t03.spt.x2.pi@css.one.microsoft.com)
TO: JOH N McGILL
On Februa rY 2, 2013, the refund was FINALLY posted to my credit card!
i

I NEED T:H E FOLLOWING QU ESTION S ANSWERED TODAY (FEBRUARY 5, 2013).
I

i

The two questions are listed, i nfra:
(1) Based on my arbitration documents for the Windows 8 refund sent to Microsoft in which you

y

responded, I ha e not received an answer to determine if this is a dispute, or warrants a Federal

lawsuit to addre$s the FOU R ISSUES I raised in the arbitration documents sent to

M icrosoft. IM M eI DIATE RESPONSE NEEDED!
I,

(2) I sent a SECQND arbitration document to M icrosoft with a d ifferent issue, and have not received a
response yet. PI ,ase check and determi ne what the status of the SECON D arbitration case would be

at the present time. I need an immediate response on this question.

You stated your legal team was reviewing the aforesaid question "1." I need question "2"

answered immediately (this issue is total ly independent from the refund issue). Your arbitration legal
office should have received this request for arbitration, but no response has been received. P LEASE
ADDRESS THE AiFORESAID TWO ISSUES AND SEND A RESPONSE TODAY (FEBRUARY 5, 2013).

!

Roy A. Day (r9yaday@hotmail .com)
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RE: Hotmail compromise issue - 1'0502866 -REPLY 1 5
Actions

Roy Day (royaday@hotmaiLcom)

8/07/12

times by 3<d parties originating outside the United states,'" is a misleading and deceptive
statement, since the evidence you provide reflects a snip of source used by the "sp:>Ofers'" to
generate an email sending from the sent folder in the HOTMAIL.COM mailbox and in the
INBOX mailbox to give a false impression that Roy A. Day had sent the entails fro1n my
HOTMAlJ,..COM account, when in fact, Roy A. Day had Nor sent the emails (IT WAS NOTHING
MORE THAN A "SPOOF;. The aforesaid snippet of source code deceives yout' software in
believing that the account had been acces� when in fact, it has not been acces.sed
(S) If the "spoofers" had actually gained access to my HOTMAIL.COM account" they would also
have damages the folders and a.asociated emails, and tried to gain access to IllY bank accounts
and other accounts, when in fact, they have not. The '"epoofers" were NOT able to gain access
to my HOTMAIL.COM account, and deceived you on believing they had gaitwd access to my
HOfMAlL.COM account by generating the line of source code that you refl:ected as a 3m party
ently - there was no entry.

To: Jim Fukasawa

From:Roy Day (royaday@hotmail.com) You moved

Sent: Tue 8/07/12 1:43 PM
To: Jim Fukasawa (jimf@mkrosoft.com)

I

this message to its current location.

(6) In your last em.aiI you ""sed the issue of Fiddler being a source of the problem, when in fact,
Fid&er is not the source of the problem in my case. since 1 used various networks and
providers on sending the emails (not just single network or provider), and they were trusted

and they are trusted but do not want to pay money for upgraded
certificate (college location) . If over the last three hundred sixty-five days I has used only one

sites, excluding one site,

network and one provider, then Fiddler could be an issue, but I did not use just one network or
one provider.

DATE: AUGUST 7, 2012

(7) In your last email, you stated what would "Microsoft and its employees possibly gain by

TO:

JIM FUKASAWA

Pursuant to your last email. this email maltes the record clear and certain and full and
satisfactory for each and all future legal ac� since you have elected to conceal and cover-up
I
the true and correct facts.

,

TRUE AND CORRECT FACTS:

(I)

,

supposedly sending spam from your account?" CAPITAL LETTERS: I DID NOT SAY
MICROSOFT SENT SPAM FROM MY HOTMAIL.COM ACCOUNT. JF YOU READ AND
COMPREHEND WHAT I SENT YOU, IF YOU CAN COMPREHEND THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, I
,
SAID A THtRO PARrY (<<SPOO'FER, ) SENT THE EMAILS GIVING THE lMPRESSlON THAT THE
EMAILS WERE SENT BY ME FROM THE HOTMAIL.COM ACCOUNT. WHEN IN FACT, THE
EMAiLS WERE SENT "INDIRECTLY" FROM MY HOTMAIL.COM USING A "SpOOFING"
TECHNIQUE, BUT THERE WAS NO'l' ENTRY INTO MY HOTMAlL.COM ACCOUNT (the evidence
you have by 3rd party entry is only generated by the "SpoollUg technique to give the appearance
of entry. when in fact, there was no real entry into my hotmail.com account - THE EVIDENCE
SUPPORT THIS).

The emails sent by Roy A. Day were NOTfrOUll the CONTACT list and folder.

,

i

(2) The emails sent were sent using HOTMAIL.C<pM "https" format.
I
(3) The emails sent were sent from varioui:I netwOrks, and NOT a singular network, and a singular

(8) I have not changed my password, since there is no need to change my password. No one access
my account, and there has not been any further spOOltng (six different days, and April 2012
was the last time for the scam). On purpoe.e, I did not change the password , so I could make a
point to you and your technical experts, that the account has not in reality been accessed by a
3rd party (your snippet of source code is deceptive based on the apoofer's snippet of code)�

provider. Further, the emails were sent at difterent tim.es and places over a span of OVer three
'
hundred and sixty-five days.

!

(4) NO ONE has access Roy A. Day's HOTMAIL.qOM account and entails and folders. There has

been no damage or theft from Roy A. Day's HOTMAIL.COM account. The statement in your last
email stating you '"provided evidence that your account mailbox has been accessed multiple

ffyou read my past etnails, and the faets I presented, and the facts stated, supra,
specifically, I used various networks and pro�ders over a three hundred sixty-five day period
sending emails to various individuals at diffe1lent times and dates, with only a single email
being sent each time (no copies of any genrel� then the ONLY source of the problem is
MICROSOFT'S HOTMAIL.COM "AUTO-COMP!.ETE" FOLDER FOR EMAILS THAT WERE SENT
BY ROY A. DAY. THE MICROSOFT "Atn'O-CqMPLETE" FOLDER FOR EJAA.ILS FOR ROY A.
DAY'S EMAILS THAT WERE SENT WOULD Be SITTING ON MICROSOFT'S SERVER, AND THE
ONLY PERSONS WHO WOULD HAVE ACCESS TO THAT FOLDER AND SERVER WOULD BE
MICROSOFT EMPLOYEES, AND MICROSOFT EMPLOYEES WOULD BE THE ONLY ONES
WHO HAVE THE NAME OFTHE AUTO-COMPLETE FOLDER. Someone gained access to that
'"auto-cornplete" folder and provided the infortnation to a third party. Let me define '"auto
COlllplete" folder: It is the email folder that has the emails sent by a HOTMAIL.COM user, so
when the user sends an email, and if the em�l has been sent prior to that email being sent,
the HOTMAIL.COM software provides a selection of emails sent that match what a user is
typing so the user can select one of the choiots, which prevents excessive typing.
You have elected to prevent me from haviQ,g access to a Microsoft EXPERT on thi.$ issue,
specifically, the auto-complete folder on HOTMAIL.COM. No one has access to that folder,
including a "spoofer'" or anyone else, except Microsoft. NO ONE ELSE WOULD HAVE ACCESS
TO THE EMAlLS I HAVE SENT FROM THE HOTMAIt..COM ACCOUNT, UNLESS THEY WERE
PROVIDED TO A THIRD PARTY BY MICROSOFT.
The aforesaid third party (spoofer) (identified as gOveInment agency at this stage, until
proven otherwise. since no other party wouldihave access to the MICROSOFT HOTMAIL.COM
AU1'O�COMPLETE FOLDER ON HOTMAIL.CqM) appears to have had a two-fold purpose: (I) To
entice Roy A. Day to click the web site provid� in the emails so a ... would sit on my computer
- From. experience, I never click a web site, so they failed there - also, all tests with AV
software. including Microsoft's Security Essentials, were negative; (2) the other purpose
appears to be to harass Roy A. Day, and Roy A. Day's email-compatriots, by sending deceptive
junk email to them, and to attempt to see wh�t the compatriots are doing on their computers,
'
if they click the fraudulent web site.

s�pra,

are very LOG1CAL, using your word of
The aforesaid FACTS in the paragraphs,
choice. eased on the aforesaid facts. it appeats Microsoft provided the email addresses to a.
third party from the HOTMAIL.COM account from the "auto-complete" folder. Fiddler software
would not be able to obtain the "auto-<::omplete" fo1der email addresses. Your statement that
Fiddler would achieve that task is BALDERDASH and BOSH AND PIFFLE.

�: Unless your TECHNOLOGY EXPERT contacts me, and provides me information on
how someone gained access to the auto-complete folder on the HOTMAIL.COM server (or how
addresses, since Fiddler is not the source based on the facts), then I
they obtained the
have no choice but to proceed with legal actidn to obtain the answer in a court of law,
specifically, to show that Microsoft provided the auto-complete folder information to a third
party, and has used fraud and deception to �cea1 and cover-up the aforesaid facts. The
Microsoft expert needs to prove me wrong 011 the auto-complete folder access based on the
aforesaid facts, otherwise, Microsoft is a co-cGnspirator.

CAVEAT; MicrQSoft's HOTMAIL.COM technology personnel have possibly concealed the true
and correct facts from Jim Fukasawa, so that Mr. Fukasawa would present fraudulent facts to
Roy A. Day to further conceal and cover�llp the fraudulent conduct.
If no response is received in fourteerl days. then I'll proceed to court for an answer. CAVEAT:
TO WILLIAM GATES - NO AGENT OR SERVANT - MIC�OSOFT CONSIDERS ONE MILLION
DOLLARS pt!;R DAY IN SANCTIONS FOR CONCEALING AND COVERJNG·uPTHE AFORESAID
FRAUDULENT CONDUCT, WITH THE TOLL OF SANCTIONS BEGINNING ON THE DATE OF
THE FIRST EMAIL SENT TO JIM FUKASAWA.

ON A POSITIVE NOTE: The new outlook.com replacement for HOTMAIL.COM is a winner. and
excellent. I have signed-up for the outlook.com email (rayadaY@...Outlook.com). You can let your
technology people know that outlook.com is winner!

Roy A. Day (royadaY@hotmail.coOl) (royaday(�'outlook.comJ

CONTACT llU'ORMATJOlf:
ROY A. DAY

P.O. BOX

33

TARPoN SPRINGS, FLORIDA

USA

34688-0033

VOICB: (PRIMARY: 727-6428636) (SECONDARY: Private number - upon request only)

email

PAX, aad VOICE: 206-4951708
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"last COMIlUlilCATIOIi os CHOICB - 'lMS (MULTIMEDIA MESSAGE SERVICE)
·

MOBILE

I
- IIM8 - MULTIMEDIA M�B - SJl1ll) TOI

...

noM DESKTOP·B1IIAIL

1Q7:IS: You

can

!
- srHD

7276428636
BJIAIL ADDRSSS - RUSSIA

TO: 7276428636(£(,mms.att.net

i

I

SltCOlmCQJlKUlllCATlOH 01' CHOICJt

.

i
..\. &JIB 'SHORI' MESSAGE SERVICE)
I

8I'IlS - T:&XT MBSSAGB - S�ND TO:

nOM DBSKTOP-BMAIL

- SBJO) �I

7276428636

7276428636(atxt.att.net

&MAIL ADDRBSS ott. MOBILB Pocket pcl actdRA::

-----.------------.-.�-

royaday@ihotmwl.com

--

.

. --------- ..--.------------�-.-----.----.-.--.----------.-_. .-_._--------.--.-

BlL\IL ADDIUtSS and. MOBILB pocket � adclre..:

royaday@;alumni.lsu,edu

,,***

- aud MOBILB Pocket pC adu..:

send graphics, and audio. as well as text.

--.-----------------.------.----------.--�------.--:-----.-.--_.---.---- --------------------..- ----

MOBILB -

SMAIL ADDRBSS and MOBILB Pocket PC actdresa: royaday(�tt.a.t

i
!

(LSU TIGERS: 2007 FOOTBALL NAT oNAL CHAMPIONS)

- iI

**"*

WBB SITE:

http://www.royaday.com

royadaY@maiLru
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RE: Hotmail compromise issue - .0502866 -REPLY 16

No response was received to ray (Roy A. Day) A�st 7, 2012 email. Accordingly, so the
record is clear and certain and full and satislactory� the August 7, 2012 email is being resent a.
second time on September 1 1 , 2012. In addition, the September II. 2012 email will also be
sent
a Microsoft WORD attachment (Office 2<HO format WORD) to the email.

as

Actions
Roy Day (royaday@hatmaiI.com)

9/11/12

-

RESENT AUGUST 7, 2012 EMAIL. INFRA:

enm:il this

Pursuant to your last
,
email makes the record clear and certain and full and
action, since you have elected to conceal and cover-up
satisfactory for each and all future
the true and correct facts.

Documents
To: Jim Fukasawa

legal

TRUE AND CORRECT FACTS AND ISSUES:
(1) The emails sent by Roy A.

Da;y were NOT from the CONTACT list and folder.

(2) The eJnai1s sent were sent using HOTMAIL.CQM '"https" format.
Roy Day

Editprofitedetaits

From:Roy Day (royaday@hotmail.com) You meted
I
Sent: Tue 9/11/12 1:03 PM
To: Jim !=ukasawa (jimf@microsoftcom)

this message to its current location.

(3) The emails sent were sent from various networks. and NOT a singular network, and a. sitlgu1ar
provider. Further, the emails were sent at different times and places over a span of over three
hundred and sixty-five days.

(4) NO ONE has. aecess Roy A. Day's H<ITMAIL.COM account and emails and folders. There has
been no damage or theft from Roy A. Day's HOTMAIL.COM account. The statement in your last
email stating YQu "provided evidence that your account mailbox haa been accessed multiple
times by 3m parties originating outside the United states," is a misleading and deceptive

Outlook Active View

statement, since the evidence you provide reflects a snip of source used by the "spoofers" to
generate an email sending from the sent folder in the HOTMAIL.COM mailbox and in the
JNBOX mailbox to give a false impression that Roy A. Day had sent the emails from my
HOI'MAIL.COM account, when in fact, Roy}.. Day had NOT sent the emails (IT WAS NOTHING
MORE THAN A "SPOOF"). The aforesaid snippet pf source code deceives your software in.
believing that the account had been accessed, when in fact, it has not been accessed.

View online

Download as zip

(5) If the "spoofers" had actually gained access to my HOTMAIL.COM account, they would also
have damaged the foldera and associated emails, and tried to gain access to my bank accounts
access
and other accounts, when in fact, they have not. The "spoofers" were NOT able to
to nw HOTMAIL.COM account, and decej,'Y-ed you on believing they had gained access to my
HOTMAIL.COM account by generating the line of source code that you reflected as a 3m party
entry - there was no entry.

pin

DATE: AUGUST 7, 2012 - NO �SPONSE
SEPfEMBER I I, 2012

�

Resent email

(6) In your last email you raised the issue of Fiddler being a source of the problem, when in fact,
Fiddler is not the source of the problem in my case, since I u.sed various networks and
providers on sending the emails (not just single network or provider). and they were t:nlsted
sites, excluding one site, and they are trusted but do not want to pay money fOT upgraded

certificate (college location) . If� the last th/ree hundred siJd;y-five days I has used only one
be an issue, but J did not use just one network or
network and one provider, then Fiddler
one provider.
I

co�

(7) In your last email, you stated what would "M�ft and its employees possibly gain by
supposedly sending spam from your account?" pAPITAL LETTERS: I DID NOT SAY
MICROSOFT SENT SPAM FROM MY HOTMAJL.COM ACCOUNT. IF YOU READ AND

COMPREHEND WHAT J SENt' yOU, IF YOU CAN COMPREHEND THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, I
SAID A THIRD PARTY ("SPOOF:tRj SENT TH;E EMAILS GIVING THE IMPRESSION THAT THE
EMAILS WERE SENT BY ME FrlOM THE H01'MAIL.COM ACCOUNT, WHEN IN FACT. THE
EMAILS WERE SEN"!' "INDIRECTLY" FROM MY HOTMAIL.COM USING A "SPOOFING"
TECHNIQUE. BUT THERE WAS NOT ENTRY INTO MY HOTMAlL.COM ACCOUNT (the evidence
you have by 3m party entry is otUy generated � the "spoofing technique" to give the
appearance of entry. when in fact, there was �o real entry into my hotmail.com aecount - THE
'
EVlDENCE SUPPORTS THIS).
I
I

(8) I have not changed my password. since there lis no need to change my password.. No one access
my account, and there has not 'been any further spoofing (six different days, and April 2012
was the last time for the scam). On purpose, � did not change the password . so I could tnake a
point to you and your technical experts, that the account has tlot in reality been accessed by a
3<"d party (your snippet of soure¢ code is dec�ve based on the spaofer's snippet of code).

�

Ifyou read my past emails, and the fac I presented, and the facts stated, supra,
specifically, I used various netwOrks and proViders over a three hundred sixty�five dt'ly period
sending emails to various individuals at diffei:ent times and dates, with only a single email
being sent each time (no copies of any genre),: then the ONLY source of the problem is
MICROSOFT'S HOTMAIL.COM "'AUTO�COMPLETE" FOLDER FOR EMAILS THAT WERE SENT
BY ROY A. DAY. THE MICROSOFt' ..AUTO�CQMPLETE" FOLDER FOR EMAlLS FOR ROY A.
DAY'S EMAILS THAT WERE SENT WOULD BE SITtING ON MICROSOFT'S SERVER. AND THE
ONLY PERSONS WHO WOULD HAVE ACCESS TO THAT FOLDER AND SERVER WOULD BE
MICROSOFI" EMPLOYEES, AND MICROSOFT EMPLOYEES WOULD BE THE ONLY ONES
WHO HAVE THE NAME OF TH� AUTO-COMPLETE FOLDER. Someone gained access to that
"auto-cotnplete" folder and provjded the
to a third
. Let me define "'auto
complete" folder: It is the email l"older that haS the emails sent by a HOTMAIl...COM user, so
when the user sends an email, ilDd if the email has been sent prior to that email
sent,
the HOTMAIL.COM software prOVides a selection of emails sent that Jnatch what a user is
typing so the user can select one of the
which prevents excessive typing.

info$ation

chme+,",

party

being

You have ejected to prevent me from having access to a Microsoft EXPERT 011 this issue,
specifically. the auto�complete folder on HOTMAIL.COM. No one has access to that folder,
including a "spoofer" or anyone else, except Microsoft. NO ONE ELSE WOULD HAVE ACCESS
TO THE EMAILS I HAVE SENT PROM THE H(YrMAIL.COM ACCOUNT, UNLESS THEY WERE
PROVIDED TO A THIRD PARTY BY MlCROS FI'.

9

third party
party

(spoofer) (identified as government agency at this stage, until proven
The aforesaid
would have access to the MICROSOFT HOTMAIL.COM AUTO�
otherwise, since no other
COMPLETE FOLDER ON HOTMAIL.COM) appears to have had a two�fold purpose: (1) To entice
Roy A. Day to dick the web site provided in the emails so a ..• would sit on my computer 
From knowledge and experience, 1 never click a web site, so they failed there - also, aU test$,
with AV software, including Microsoft's Security Essentials. were negative; (2) the other
purpose appears to be to harass Roy A. Day, and Roy A. Day's Enll.ail-compatriots, by sending
deceptive junk email to them, and to attempt to see what the compatriots are doing on their
computers, if they click the fraudulent web site.
The aforesaid FACTS in the paragraphs. supra.. are very LOGICAL, using your word of
choice. Based on the aforesaid facts, it appea.rs Microsoft provided the email addresses to a
third party from the HOTMAIL.COM account from the "auto-complete" folder. Fiddler software
would not be able to obtain the "auto-complete" folder email addresSeS. Your statement that
Fiddler would achieve that task is BALDERDASH and BOSH and PIFFLE.

CAVEAT: Unless your TECHNOLOGY EXPERT contacts me, and provides me information on
how someone gained access to the auto-complete falder on the HOTMAJL.COM server (or how
they obtained the email addresses, since Fiddle1" is nat the source based on the facts), then I
have no choice but to proceed with legal action to obtain the answer in a court of law,
specifically, to show that Microsoft provided the auw..complete folder information to a third
party, and has used fraud and deception to conceal and cover-up the aforesaid facts. The
Microsoft expert needs to prove me wrong on the auto-complete folder access based on the
aforesaid facts, otherwise, Microsoft is a co-conspirator.
CAVEAT: Microsoft's HOTMAlL.COM technology personnel have possibly concealed the true
and correct facta from Jim Fukasawa., 80 that Mr. Fukasawa would present fraudulent facts to
Roy A. Day to further conceal and cover-up the fraudulent conduct.
END TRUE AND CORRECT FACTS AND ISSUES.
. If no response is received in fourteen days, then IU proceed to court for an answer (Based on
for September, 2012, Microsoft is now forcing the
the new contract for the Terms of
action to Mediation t1t1tt). CAVEAT: TO WILLIAM GATES NO AGENI' OR SERVANf 
MICROSOFT CONSIDERS ONE MILUON DOLLARS PER DAY IN SANCTIONS FOR
CONCEALING AND COVERING�UP THE AFORESAID FRAUDULENT CONDUCT, WITH THE
TOLL OF SANCTIONS BEGINNING ON THE DATE OF THE FIRST EMAIL SENT TO JIM
FUKASAWA (MAY 1 1 . 2012 IS THE DATE THE SANCTIONS BEGIN TO TOLL}. THE AFORESAID
SANCTIONS ARE BASED ON AN ISSUE OF FRAUD. AND AN ISSUE OF EMOTIONAL
DISTRESS, AND AN ISSUE OF NEOUGENCE. IF NO RESPONSE IS RECEIVED BY ROY A. DAY
FROM WILLIAM GATES ON OR BEFORE SEPT}!:MBER 25, 2012, THEN THE AFORESAID
FACTS AND ISSUES ARE ADMITTED AS TRUE AND CORRECT, AND THE SANCTloNS ARE
DUE AND PAYABLE. IF ANA GENT OR SERVANT RESPONDS ON BEHALF OF MR. WILUAM
GATES, THEN THE AFORESAID FACTS AND ISSUES ARE ADMmED AS TRUE AND
CORRECT, AND THE SANCTIONS ARE DUE AND PAYABLE.
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ON A POSITIVE NOTE: The new ol1t1ook..
repla.cetnent for HarMAIL.COM is a winner, and
excellent. I have signed-up for the outlook.cqm email (royaday@outlook.com). Vou
let your
technology people know that outlook.com is �nerl

can

I
Roy A. Day (royada.Y@ihotmail.com) {royad y(U}outlook.coml
fl

SECOND COlUlumCATIOll or CHOlca - 8MS (SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE)
MOBIL. - 5MB

�

TBXT IIBSaAOB - elCHO TO: 7276428636

"ROM D8SKTOP�BllAIL - SBNJ) TO:

CONTACT IIf1I'QRMATlON:

7276428636@!t:xt.att.net

ROY A. DAY
P.O. BOX 33

SMAIL ADDRBSS .ad MOBILE Pocket PC addre..:

TARPON SPRINGS, FLORIDA
USA

royadaY@hotmail.com

34688-0033

VOICE: (PRIMARY: 727-6428636J (SECOND�RY: Private number - upon request onlyj

I
!

'&MAIL ADDRBSS and MOBILS Pocket PC address:

royaday(aialumni.lsu.edu

t

------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------_______________

VAX. and VOICB: 206A95170B

1I

""'**

---------------------------------------- ------------- -----------------------------------------------

J'IRSt CQMIIUlfIPATIQR OJ' CHOICB - liMa (MULTIMEDIA MESSAGE SERVICE)
MOBlLB - MRS - MULTIMBDlA IIB8SAOjB - .&NO TO:
I

...

7276428636

,

FROII DESKTOP-EMAIL - SB!N:D .t01 7276428636(41mms.att.net

1 as

�: You can send graphics, and auru .

well as te1tt.

-------------------------------.------------- --------�-------------- ----------------------------------

t

------------------------------------- --------------------------.---------------

(LSU TIGERS: 2007 FOOTBALL NATIONAL CHAMPION$) **-

&lIIAlL ADDItBSS aD4 MOBn.B Pocket PC address: royaday@att.net

BIIAIL ADDRBSS - RUSSIA - a.ad. .OmIoR Pocket PC adtlreu:

WEB SITE:

http://www.royaday.com

royaday@rnail.ru

"

